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Deliverable D4.1 Design of the secure, cross-border, and multi-domain service orchestration platform

Executive Summary
This deliverable details the 5G-CARMEN’s overall design of the system to be delivered, involving resource
management, service orchestration, lifecycle management, as well as security/privacy/data-protection
mechanisms. 5G-CARMEN aims to improve both passengers’ and drivers’ experience while significantly
reducing the likelihood of accidents. The current deliverable is the first public deliverable of Work Package 4
(WP4). WP4 is focussed on the following objectives of the project:
1) the design and development of the privacy, security and data-protection mechanisms of the CCAM;
2) the development of a network resource management framework to enable the delivery of the CCAM
services in cross-border and multi-domain situations;
3) the development of cross-border and multi-domain network service orchestration and lifecycle
management mechanisms;
4) the delivery of the overall cross-border system by integrating the network resource management
framework, the security/privacy/data-protection mechanisms, and the service orchestration means.
The deliverable starts by describing the methodology of WP4. The methodology is based on an analysis of the
CCAM use cases concerning their security requirements. The deliverable describes a state-of-the-art analysis
of previous 5G projects and Open Source Software initiatives regarding resource management, orchestration,
and security, privacy and data protection. To evaluate proofs-of-concept and facilitate collaboration between
partners, available hardware/software components are being leveraged and adopted utilizing extensions,
modification and the support of agreed APIs for inter-working. The architecture of the platform for enabling
CCAM aligns in particular with technologies for NFV, MEC and 5G mobility management, in the following
denoted as CCAM platform. Thus, the CCAM platform, is strongly aligned with several standard tracks in the
ETSI and 3GPP. The specified CCAM platform has two orchestration layers, which are composed of a top-level
orchestrator with federation reference points towards other administrative domains’ service orchestrators, as
well as local network orchestrators. In consideration of strict latency requirements, the project investigates a
novel reference point between edge orchestrators and the context-based delegation of service and resource
orchestration related tasks from the top-level orchestrator and the edge orchestrator. In cross-border domain,
mutual exposure of information on edge-local orchestrators can be sensitive and should not imply any security
and privacy risks, hence the CCAM platform considers control of the scope of autonomous operations between
edge orchestrators from the top-level orchestrator, leveraging the concepts of configurable Management Level
Agreements (MALs).
To address security and privacy issues and risks with the identification of threats, the project is in line with the
methodology introduced in the ISO/IEC 27005 standard. Based on the standard, the risk assessment process has
three main parts, namely risk identification, risk analysis, and risk evaluation. The project will perform threat
identification and mitigation with a domain-specific language that has been introduced to model the architecture
of the CCAM and its components. Using the properties of the domain-specific language’s metamodel, several
automated processes can be performed through software tooling. To further increase the security posture of the
CCAM, an Identity Management Module (IMM) is designed, which aims to ensure the proper identity
management between the different components. The main functionality of the IMM is the authentication of
services and devices without requiring human supervision. This will be achieved with the use of hardware-based
components that will provide a secure and trusted storage environment for security-critical information such as
certificates and key generation algorithms.
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1 Introduction
This is the first public deliverable of the 5G-CARMEN project’s Work Package 4 (WP4) describing the design
of the secure, cross-border and multi-domain service orchestration platform. The deliverable includes the overall
description of the system in support of CCAM, involving resource management, service-orchestration, lifecycle
management, and security/privacy/data-protection mechanisms. Furthermore, the architecture and functionality
of the cross-border (multi-domain) operations are described.
The D4.1 addresses the following milestones of 5G-CARMEN:
• Definition of the security mechanisms of 5G-CARMEN
• High-level design of the resource management framework
• Design of the cross-border/multi-domain orchestration framework

1.1 Objectives, Methodology and Status of WP4
WP4 pursues the Objective 4 of 5G-CARMEN, which deals with the following objectives:
• Designing and developing the privacy, security, and data-protection mechanisms that are necessary for
delivering CCAM services in cross-border situations;
• Developing a network resource management framework that will enable the delivery of the CCAM
concept, and of respective services, in cross-border and multi-domain situations;
• Developing the cross-border and multi-domain network service orchestration and lifecycle management
mechanisms, which are necessary for ensuring the continuity of CCAM services;
• Delivering overall cross-border system, for realizing the pilots, by integrating the network resource
management framework, the security/privacy/data-protection mechanisms, and the service
orchestration means.
The key objective of the targeted secure CCAM platform is to leverage decentralized cloud resources at the
network edges and to tackle the variety of functional and non-functional requirements in the view of stable and
continued operation of CCAM services even beyond a single administrative domain and country.
The work package adopted the following methodology to converge on the design of the key components for a
secure CCAM platform: An early analysis of CCAM use cases has been accomplished in the view of security
threats and the need for orchestration in support of service quality, resilience/availability, as well as continuity.
The design directions and results of earlier and ongoing standards tracks, European projects and Open Source
Software (OSS) activities have been evaluated and assessed to:
1. select and leverage useful results from state of the art
2. identify gaps and useful extensions in support of CCAM
3. ensure compatibility of the key specifications per this project with standards and other projects' solution
Key differentiators of the designed CCAM platform, which represents a well-integrated ecosystem made out of
the 5G system, multi-access edge computing (MEC), network function virtualization (NFV) management and
orchestration (MANO) as well as suitable privacy and security enablers, are described in this document. In the
view of developing a joint working CCAM platform for proof-of-concepts, lab testing and evaluation as well
as deployment and operation in the project’s pilot, contributing partners’ mature solutions and available
hardware/software components are being leveraged and adopted by means of extensions, modification and the
support of agreed APIs for inter-working.
The project adopted a two-layer management and orchestration scheme. The top-level orchestrator ensures the
proper coordination, composition and instantiation of services in the distributed cloud network by interfacing
to the respective local domain (edge cloud) controllers for the enforcement of service descriptors, polices and
tasks. In alignment with various associated standard track studies and directions, such as in the ETSI and 3GPP,
the MEC platform represents an integral part of the designed CCAM platform. The project is investigating the
use of defined interfaces between the CCAM platform and the 5G system to support proper service provisioning
5G CARMEN (H2020-ICT-18-2018)
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and continuation across international borders. Early results of such integration and operational aspects have
been disseminated to suitable standards tracks. In alignment with the NIS Cooperation Group’s 5G Risk
Assessment, the project analysed security and privacy threats associated with the defined use cases and is
following, as an ongoing process, the design of the CCAM platform to identify and counteract potential risks.
An identity management framework has been specified and is being developed as an overlay security solution.
The identity management framework can leverage the underlying technology, such as secure elements and other
hardware components to establish trusted identities between vehicles and services.

1.2 Relationship to the other Deliverables of 5G-CARMEN
The purpose of this deliverable is to provide the overall description of the CCAM platform in terms of the
architecture and cross-border operations.
The present deliverable differs from the submitted deliverables from the other work packages in several ways.
The deliverables of WP2 (D2.1, D2.2) focussed around the description and specification of the 5G-CARMEN
use cases. D2.1 detailed the use cases, the functional requirements of the CCAM and a state-of-the-art analysis
of relevant projects in respect of their outcomes. D2.2 described the preliminary specification of the CCAM
system’s architecture and its protocols.
The deliverables of WP3, especially the D3.2 is focussed on the technical enablers of the CCAM.
The deliverable D5.1 of WP5 where the use cases demos are described. It reported on the preliminary results of
different sites where the use cases will take place. D5.2 will also include the demonstrations of WP4/CCAM
platform developments.

1.3 Structure of the document
The main structure of this deliverable can be summarized as follows:
• Section 2 contains the analysis of the CCAM’s system requirements;
• Section 3 contains a state-of-the-art analysis of the previous 5G projects, Open Source projects, and
standards regarding the resource management, orchestration and security, privacy and data protection;
• Section 4 contains the description of the CCAM platform architecture and its operations;
• Section 5 describes the security considerations and their overall design;
• Section 6 concludes this deliverable.
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2 CCAM System Requirements Analysis
2.1 Use Case Orchestration and Performance requirements
Deliverable D2.1 described a set of use cases that are being investigated, developed beyond state-of-art, and
are being analysed for showcasing in field trials and/or in a simulated environment. Following are those use
cases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cooperative Lane Merging (CLM), V2V and MEC-supported
Situation Awareness: Back situation awareness
Situation Awareness: Motorbike awareness
Situation Awareness: Vehicle sensors and state sharing
Situation Awareness: Event horizon
Video streaming
Green Driving: Electric zones
Green Driving: Dynamic speed limit.

In view of the above use cases, D2.1 specified their functional and non-functional requirements. The
functional requirements have been specified with respect to the following eight categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Type of information sources
Types of processing nodes
Message aggregation / distribution approach
Low latency event notification/processing even with high travelling speed
Communication capability / interface between different MECs
Communication requirements
Localization and geo-referencing
Security

However, in order to realize the above use cases in a 5G network environment there is a need to manage the
respective services in an agile and dynamic manner such that the services are continuously delivered within the
expected QoS bounds. To tackle this requirement the adoption of virtualization technology is considered as
particularly beneficial as it provides a variety of optimizations and options for functions and service deployment
and runtime management. For this purpose a CCAM platform is being proposed and designed, that shall be
built upon the existing best practices of the standardized ETSI NFV Management and Orchestration (NFVMANO) system framework and ETSI Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) platform, while extending them in
view of the orchestration requirements unique to the 5G-CARMEN use cases. The 5G-CARMEN use cases
have been analysed to understand and highlight the management and orchestration requirements. Based on the
analysis, five use cases have been identified that require management and orchestration from the CCAM
platform.
Tables 1-5 give an overview of the analysis of five particular use cases that have been identified that have a
management demand from the CCAM platform. The analysis identifies the following:
1. The main actors involved in the use case. These actors are entities, physical and virtual, that are
involved in the realization of the use case;
2. Minimum requirements in terms of inputs and outputs;
3. Latency requirement for orchestration, to identify whether the use case has low latency requirements or
not;
4. The process summary of the use case;
5. The use cases are only MEC-assisted scenarios;
6. The minimum service/resource orchestration actions required for the lifecycle management of the use
case enabling entities, such as virtual functions.

5G CARMEN (H2020-ICT-18-2018)
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Table 1: Analysis overview of the “Cooperative Lane Merging” Uses Case
Use Case
Actors

Cooperative Lane Merging (CLM)

Minimum
Required
Parameters

Input

•
•
•
•
•

Latency
Process Summary

Vehicles (OBU),
Cellular Network,
MEC Servers
CLM application function
MEC Geo-Service function
•
•
•
•

Position (Precise Positioning),
Speed,
Intentions
Predictive QoS information

Output
Manoeuvre (Speed, Intention) recommendations
exchange delay requirement of < than 100 ms
MEC CLM application facilitates the manoeuvre by determining the most suitable gap for
a requesting vehicle to merge into and sending recommended actions in order to generate
the said gap.
MEC/backend-based approach with immutable data storage would have the advantage of
immediately accessible, indisputable and exploitable data.

Orchestration
Actions

•
•
•

Instantiation of MEC CLM application
Scaling of MEC CLM Application w.r.t to traffic density
MEC CLM application Placement based on latency constraints

•

Support session continuity (inter-MEC communication, 5G connectivity)

•

Support ID and CLM session state transfer during vehicles’ border transit
(ID/State export/import proactive vs reactive, confirm/provide service resources)

Table 2: Analysis overview of the “Back-Situation Awareness” use case
Use Case
Actors

Minimum
Required
Parameters

Back Situation Awareness

Input

Output
Latency
Process Summary

•
•
•
•
•
•

OBU of target vehicles
OBU of emergency vehicle (emV)
Cellular Network,
MEC Servers
Back Situation Awareness function
MEC Geo-Service function

•
•
•
•
•
•

emV type,
Position of emV,
emV Speed,
emV direction,
emV route path,
Target destination

•
•

Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA)
Manoeuvre recommendations

No direct latency requirements
emVs are periodically sending advertisements towards the MEC server at the
edge via the BS. The advertisement message may carry relevant parameters.
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The MEC server will process this information to derive, for example, ETA and/or
manouvre recommendation for the different cluster-zones and send notifications,
via geo-service function, containing the derived information as parameters
towards the respective eNBs. The eNBs will then broadcast this information
towards the vehicles in its cluster-zone.
Orchestration Actions

•
•
•
•

(On-demand) Instantiation of BSAF function triggered by event
Muting (standby) non-critical MEC applications for resource provisioning
Scale-out of BSAF entity in other MEC server(s)
Periodic state relay between BSAF instances across different MEC hosts

•

Support emV state transfer between BSAF instances during mobility and
MEC
relocation
(emV
ID,
emV
context
information,
authorization/authentication related information)

•

Deletion of BSAF application function.

Table 3: Analysis overview of the “Vehicle Sensor and State Sharing” use case
Use Case
Actors

Vehicle Sensor and State Sharing

Minimum Required
Parameters

Input

•
•
•
•

Vehicles (OBU),
Cellular Network,
MEC Servers
MEC Application

•
•
•
•
•
•

Speed
Position
Direction,
Camera
Brakes
Lights

IoT Sensor data
•
Output
Latency
Process Summary
Orchestration Actions

Water sensor

Environment information (e.g. DENM)
No latency requirements (depending on the detailed situation)
MEC Environment Application collects information from car sensors
and external IoT sensors to identify the probable cause and broadcast
the proper alert message over the relevant geographic zone.
•
•
•
•

Instantiation of Environment function triggered by event
Muting (standby) non-critical MEC applications for resource
provisioning
Deletion of MEC Environment application function
Support for inter-MEC communication for cross-border scenario

Table 4: Analysis overview of the “Video Streaming” use case
Use Case
Actors

5G CARMEN (H2020-ICT-18-2018)

Video Streaming
•
•
•

Vehicles (OBU) with video client application,
Cellular Network,
MEC Servers
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Minimum Required
Parameters

Input

Output
Latency
Process Summary

Orchestration Actions

•
•

Video Server Application
Content storage

•
•
•

Video content
Position
Predictive QoS information

Video content delivery within QoE bounds
depends on application`s buffering capabilities
HD or higher resolution video being streamed during cross-border
network handover/reselection scenarios, while meeting the QoE
requirements. Video stream scheduling, proxy, and processing (e.g.,
transcoding, rate adaptation, QoS/QoE prediction etc.) possible via
Video Processing Application Function (VPAF) at the MEC server.
•
•
•

Instantiation of VPAF triggered by video content request
Scaling of VPAF instance in case of high load
Migration of VAPF instances/states in case of handover.

Table 5: Analysis overview of the “Green Driving” use case
Use Case
Actors

Minimum Required
Parameters

Green Driving

Input
Output

Latency
Process Summary

Orchestration Actions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cellular Network
Road-side sensor units
Backend (Data Aggregation, Environmental Rules)
C-ITS (Road Operator Backend)
MEC (for AMQP broker, Geo-service)
Vehicles OBU

•
•

Air quality data
Thresholds and Rules

Recommendation for speed limit (IT-AT border), switch to electric
driving (AT-DE border). IVI Messages
No latency requirements
Air quality information transmitted through cellular network to the
Cloud where Analytics take place. Recommendations for speed limit or
switching are created and are sent cross-border through the AMQP
broker or GeoService to vehicles.
Depending on whether broker services are considered as “infrastructure”
or not:
•

Migration of instances/states when crossing border

2.2 Required system features
In view of the use case analysis with respect to service/resource orchestration, the following are the main
features/capabilities that should be supported by the CCAM platform.
1. Agile, distributed and automatic management: The CCAM system should be able to support runtime
lifecycle management (LCM) of virtualized and/or physical service/resource instances. The LCM
operations include actions such as deployment, instantiation, configuration, scaling (in/out/up/down),
migration, update, upgrade, muting, and deletion of service/resource instances relevant to a particular
use case.
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2. Hierarchical Orchestration: The CCAM platform should provide distributed management and
orchestration capabilities to ensure flexible and agile executions of management and orchestration
operations. This implies a hierarchical orchestration environment where the management and
orchestration logic are defined at different levels. In other words, the CCAM system should have
multiple orchestration domains so that services and their respective resources are managed locally and
accomplish orchestration actions in an expeditious manner.
3. E2E QoS management: The CCAM platform should be able to maintain the integrity of the end-toend service latency ensuring that the latency and other QoS/QoE parameters remains within prescribed
bounds.
4. Federation management: the CCAM system should have the capability to federate, and thus interface,
with complementary management systems that may belong to different operators, either within the same
country or across different countries. This is to ensure seamless service continuity and policy
management as vehicles move from one region to another.
5. Multi-tenancy: The CCAM system should be able to host and manage services from different verticals,
aka tenants. The service/resource instances for each tenant is managed in isolation from those of other
tenants while enforcing performance guarantees. The system should therefore ensure service continuity
and LCM across multiple administrative domains, not only within a single country but also across
different countries.
6. Autonomous policy management and enforcement: The CCAM system should furnish each domain
with a certain degree of management autonomy, thereby enabling the respective management domain
and or tenants to manage and orchestrate their respective service/resource instances. The degree of
management autonomy is negotiated between the resource infrastructure provider and consumer,
whereas such a negotiation will determine which LCM operations are allowed by the infrastructure
provider for the consumer(s) to execute without requiring any permission from the infrastructure
provider.
7. Interface with the 5G infrastructure: The CCAM system should be able to seamlessly interface with
the control/date-plane of the 5G system. This is to enable the CCAM system to get mobile network
information, such as RAN system information or selected User Plane Functions (UPF) for a mobile
subscriber, that will enhance the decision-making capabilities of the CCAM system when performing
service orchestration (SO) and resource orchestration (RO) operations. This will also enable the CCAM
system to influence the data forwarding/routing policies.
8. Scalability: The CCAM system should be scalable such that it is able to accommodate increased load,
new services, new features/functions and interface with new management domains and communication
infrastructure as and when required.
9. Survivability: The CCAM system should be able to not only detect failure events but should also be
able to determine the type of failure and then execute recovery actions. It should be noted that any event
that will cause service degradation as per the QoS requirement is considered as a failure event.
10. Energy Efficient: The CCAM system should be energy efficient such that it is able to power-down or
shut down virtual/physical entities that are not being utilized. This also implies the offloading and
aggregation of control/data plane traffic from underutilized virtual/physical entities.
11. Secure operations: The CCAM should deploy operations to adequately secure digital infrastructure and
data of service consumers and service providers. The secure operations of the CCAM should offer a
holistic approach to easily accommodate different stakeholders while limiting the risk of compromise
by malicious actors. Secure operations will handle tasks such as entity authentication and secure
communications between service consumers and providers.

2.3 Functional requirements
Based on the above listed features/capabilities envisaged and expected of a CCAM system, it is important that
the CCAM system should embody the latest trends and developments of a fully virtualized multi-domain MANO
(see Section 2.2) in order to support agile and flexible SO/RO operations. In this regard, Table 6 lists some of
the main functional requirements expected of a CCAM platform.
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Table 6: CCAM System Functional Requirements

Requirement
No.
CCAM-REQ-01
CCAM-REQ-02
CCAM-REQ-03
CCAM-REQ-04
CCAM-REQ-05
CCAM-REQ-06
CCAM-REQ-07
CCAM-REQ-08
CCAM-REQ-09
CCAM-REQ-10
CCAM-REQ-11
CCAM-REQ-12
CCAM-REQ-13

Requirement
The CCAM system shall enable the federation between management domains
belonging to different organizations, where the organizations may transcend
international borders.
The CCAM system shall support distributed and hierarchical orchestration system.
The CCAM system shall enable the interaction between multiple decentralized
orchestration functions. This implies North-South and East-West interactions in
case of orchestrators’ hierarchy
The CCAM system shall support the provisioning of management autonomy to
lower orchestration domains of an orchestration hierarchy.
The CCAM system shall be able to support multiple tenants with different service
requirements over the same infrastructure.
The CCAM system shall support the lifecycle management (LCM) of services in a
multi-domain environment.
The CCAM system shall enable the monitoring of specified KPIs for the active
service instance(s) as part of performance/fault management function.
The CCAM system shall enable the enforcement of QoS/QoE based on specified
service policies.
The CCAM system shall enable the automatic detection of failure events resulting
in service degradation and service outages.
The CCAM system shall support the management of multiple service instances in
isolation of each other.
The CCAM system shall support software image management and state
management.
The CCAM system shall be able to interface with the 5G system for policy
alignment and data plane management.
The CCAM system shall enable the integration of and inter-working with domainand technology specific management systems, such as for RAN, transport network,
or edge platforms.

2.4 Security Requirements
The security requirements of mobile networks have evolved with each network iteration, from 3G network to
4G networks and most recently to 5G networks. 3G mobile networks were the first mobile networks that
inherently supported security mechanisms such as firewalls and Virtual Private Networks (VPN). 2G networks
used a unique ID on the SIM card, while in 3G and 4G LTE a temporary session ID was used to limit the chances
attackers have to obtain them. On the other hand, 5G networks support virtualized architecture along with
Software-defined networking (SDN), which can greatly improve security by introducing additional layers of
security. The following security requirements are based on the white paper of NGMN alliance. 5G-CARMEN’s
focus on “Mobility Corridors” and cross-border applications requires a bespoke security requirements analysis.
The cross-border applications of 5G-CARMEN require the collaboration between different stakeholders and
compliancy with policies from all of the involved countries.
Subscriber Authentication
Similarly to 4G, a strong 5G authentication will represent a robust platform upon which operators can develop
identity management services: the 5G network operator, acting as an Identity Provider, could thus be responsible
for users’ identity authenticity towards external partners, providing transparent identification and seamless
authentication to Application Services on behalf of the user. The subscriber’s identity together with secret data
allowing the access to a given network shall be stored in a secured physical entity (e.g. similar to the current
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UICC). The data necessary to access an operator network remain the sole ownership of the operator running
this network.
The system shall offer the capability to protect 5G customers from common security threats (e.g., impersonation,
traffic eavesdropping, etc.,) thus increasing the level of trust that is associated to their network subscribers’
identity. Also, design of security solutions (e.g. key exchange/derivation protocols upon handover or when
interworking with other RATs) should provide better secrecy than 4G without sacrificing efficiency.
User Privacy
The 5G system must provide security mechanisms for privacy assurance of a variety of trusted information
regarding human as well as machine-users (e.g., identity, subscribed services, location/presence information,
mobility patterns, network usage behaviour, commonly invoked applications, etc.).
Beyond Hop-by-Hop Security
5G architecture can create additional business value by facilitating bearer-independent (e.g., higher layer)
security, and extending to servers on the internet, or extending to device-to-device communications. Any
mechanism conceived to realize such bearer-independent security should also be compliant to lawful
interception obligations when these are required. Similarly, security mechanisms are needed to fight growing
inter-operator fraud and misuse of international signalling networks. 5G roaming signalling protocols must
enable the home network to verify that a user is really attached to a serving network that claims it is.
Network Security
Network security of 5G systems require additional resources for robust security due their interoperability with
devices from different domains. The existing LTE / LTE-Advanced (4G) security can be improved to address
5G security with the following requirements: (1) Improve resilience and availability of the network against
signalling based threats, including overload caused maliciously or unexpectedly; (2) Specific security design
for use cases which require extremely low latency (including the latency of initiating communications) ; (3)
Comply with security requirements that are defined in 4G 3GPP standards. This will apply especially to a
virtualized implementation of the network (virtual appliance, hypervisor); (4) In the context of Public Safety
and Mission Critical Communications, it is expected that 5G technology will allow reduction of cost and
improvement of functionality of these networks. Besides supporting emergency communications, the 5G
commercial system should be able to provide basic security functions in emergency situations, when part of the
network infrastructure, including the security infrastructure, may be destroyed or inaccessible. The security
services provided should be able to provide protection against malicious attacks that may intend to disrupt the
network operation and allow the secure implementation and deployment of essential infrastructure.; (5) Improve
system robustness against smart jamming attacks of the radio signals and channels; (6) Improve security of 5G
small cell nodes, taking into consideration their geographical distribution and their easy accessibility.
With the massive penetration of IP protocols for control and user plane in all network functions, with the
diffusion of low-cost MTC device or open OS smartphones where mobile malware could be easily propagated,
the operator’s 5G core and radio networks could become more vulnerable. The following requirements highlight
areas for improvements, with respect to LTE/LTE-Advanced (4G) security:
•

Improve resilience and availability of the network against signalling-based threats, including overload
caused maliciously or unexpectedly

•

Specific security design for use cases which require extremely low latency (including the latency of
initiating communications)

•

Comply with security requirements that are defined in 4G 3GPP standards. This will apply especially
to a virtualized implementation of the network (virtual appliance, hypervisor)

•

In the context of Public Safety and Mission Critical Communications, it is expected that 5G technology
will allow reduction of cost and improvement of functionality of these networks. Besides supporting
emergency communications, the 5G commercial system should be able to provide basic security
functions in emergency situations, when part of the network infrastructure, including the security
infrastructure, may be destroyed or inaccessible. The security services provided should be able to
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provide protection against malicious attacks that may intend to disrupt the network operation and allow
the secure implementation and deployment of essential infrastructure.
•

Improve system robustness against smart jamming attacks of the radio signals and channels

•

Improve security of 5G small cell nodes, taking into consideration their geographical distribution and
their easy accessibility.

The following security requirements are elicited from the use cases of 5G-CARMEN:
Table 7: CCAM System Security Requirements

Security
Requirement No.
CCAM-SEC-REQ-01
CCAM-SEC-REQ-02
CCAM-SEC-REQ-03
CCAM-SEC-REQ-04
CCAM-SEC-REQ-05
CCAM-SEC-REQ-06
CCAM-SEC-REQ-07
CCAM-SEC-REQ-08
CCAM-SEC-REQ-9
CCAM-SEC-REQ-10
CCAM-SEC-REQ-11
CCAM-SEC-REQ-12

Requirement
The CCAM system shall provide real-time telemetry and other auditing
information relevant to the security mechanisms of the CCAM.
The CCAM system shall only allow authenticated users to consume the
services provided by the CCAM system.
The CCAM system shall ensure the availability of its services to the relevant
stakeholders.
The CCAM system shall ensure the necessary network capacity and network
resources necessary for the critical operations of the CCAM services.
The CCAM system shall ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the data
being transmitted in the system.
The CCAM system shall enable a secure platform for services to be deployed.
The CCAM system shall enable the state management of its platform
components.
The CCAM system shall be able to revert to previous states with minimal
service disruption of deployed application in case of malicious compromise.
The CCAM system shall enable recovery options from failure conditions by
employing a variety of fault recovery mechanisms (same as CCAM-REQ-10).
The CCAM system’s security mechanisms should not impact the functional
requirements of critical operations.
The CCAM system shall support Trusted Execution Environments and other
hardware-based components to enable secure operations for sensitive functions
[50].
The security mechanisms of the CCAM system shall be able to be deployed in
any potential 5G hardware provider without any impact on their performance
or functionality.
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3 State of the Art
3.1 Section Overview
This section summarizes the analysis of relevant systems and frameworks for NFV MANO and CCAM relevant
security aspects that have already been specified or developed. The objective is to investigate such available
systems in the context of the requirements as highlighted in Section 2. This helps in the design and development
of the 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform, by re-using, leveraging and extending what is already available, while
designing solutions to address the previously identified gaps in the context of CCAM operations. A gap analysis
concludes the state-of-the-art section and summarizes the suitability of available systems and platforms with
respect to the CCAM platform requirements. With this objective, this section will provide a summary of MANO
systems that are available in the research domain, open-source projects domain and standards domain. The
analysis of selected research projects (Section 3.2) focuses on the projects’ solutions for the management and
orchestration of network- and service functions in distributed but connected network domains, as well as for
security and privacy. The sub-section about the analysis of available implementations (Section 3.3) comprises
an extensive feature-based analysis of existing open source MANO platforms, which are widely recognized in
both academia and industry circles. It identifies key features with respect to the CCAM platform and its
functional requirements and discusses them. Afterwards, some of the MANO platforms developed in other
5GPP projects are presented in a greater detail. The summary of important identified standards tracks (Section
3.4) helps the project to align and keep compatibility of its specifications with key functional architecture blocks
and reference points. A last sub-section describes key gaps of state of the art in support of CCAM (Section 3.5)

3.2 Research Projects - Platform and Security Aspects
3.2.1 5G-MonArch
The 5G-MoNArch Project1, funded in the 5G PPP framework of European Union, represents an important state
of the art element for 5G-CARMEN.
The focus of 5G-MoNArch is about a flexible, adaptable, and programmable architecture for 5G. Inter-slice
control and cross-domain management, experiment-driven modelling and optimization, native cloud-enabled
protocol stack are innovative enablers for the sliced network. The concepts and enablers are brought into practice
through prototype implementations, deploying the devised architecture in two testbeds (located in Hamburg and
Turin) instantiating slices that include the functional innovations of network resilience and resource elasticity,
respectively.
Even if the main target of 5G-MoNArch was represented by the overall network architecture in the context of
the evolution of 5G Networks, several elements introduced, especially at the Management and Orchestration
layer for network slicing, should be considered in the design and definition process of the 5G-CARMEN
architecture.
The 5G-MoNArch final overall architecture [2] comprises the following components:
•
•
•
•

The Service layer, that takes care of the request of a new Communication Service.
The Management & Orchestration layer, that is composed of the M&O functions from different
network, technology, and administration domains,
The Controller layer, that realises the software-defined networking, extends them to mobile networks,
and therefore accommodates two controller types and their respective control applications.
The Network layer, that comprises the VNFs and PNFs of both control plane and user.

With particular reference to the described M&O layer, the 5G-MoNArch project furtherly detailed the internal
components of the presented sublayers, highlighting the specific functions and services, extending elements
already defined in 3GPP SA5 SDO working group.

1

https://www.5g-monarch.eu
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It is important to notice that the model adopted by 5G-MoNArch for its novelties, thanks to the adoption of the
Service Based Architecture (SBA) approach, leads to a very flexible management layer. The interaction among
the management function can be different according to the specific management needs. The orchestration
process can be tailored and can use the 5G-MoNArch novel APIs not in a predefined and static way, but it can
compose the modules as needed.
Beside the definition of each of the internal components of the M&O architecture, the 5G-MoNarch project also
defined some specific use cases involving the presented architecture. The MoNArch project deliverable [2]
describes how the defined functions and layers interact during the slice creation process.

3.2.2 5G-Crosshaul
5G-Crosshaul project aims at building flexible and software-defined future 5G transport networks that integrate
multi-technology fronthaul and backhaul segments. The project defines 5G-Crosshaul Control Infrastructure
(XCI) as a 5G transport MANO platform that leverages SDN/NFV technologies, providing control and
management functions to operate all available types of resources. Using SDN principles, XCI enables
communication between core (5G-Core MANO) and access (5G-Access MANO) domains under the same
administrative control through, respectively, West and East Bound Interfaces. Each of these domains is managed
by an SDN controller, while the whole system is orchestrated by a “parent” SDN controller, which is responsible
for service provisioning that may span across multiple domains.
The project also studies multi-tenancy and network slicing, focusing on the aspects directly related to the
combined fronthaul and backhaul, targeting per-tenant services, which are deployed as a composition of virtual
network functions. Additionally, the project tackles the problem of orchestrating multiple slices that belong to
different administrative domains, leveraging the 5GEx project ecosystem for the trading of resources in a multiprovider multi-domain environment. Each mobile network provider owns a multi-provider multi-domain
orchestrator, which exposes an API for communicating with other multi-provider multi-domain orchestrators.
Receiving a service deployment request from a customer (e.g., verticals), a multi-provider multi-domain
orchestrator can map it into its own domains (access, transport and core) through the intra-domain orchestrators,
or it can forward the request to other mobile network operators through the aforementioned API.

3.2.3 5G-ESSENCE
5G-ESSENCE [50] is a 5GPPP Phase2 project that addresses the paradigms of Edge Cloud Computing and
Small Cell as a Service. It proposes a two-tier edge-cloud architecture enabling multiple network operators to
host both low-latency and compute-intensive applications. The first distributed tier, i.e., the light Data Centre
(DC), is hosted inside a cloud-enabled small cell (CESC) together with a multi-RAT 5G small cell. The light
DC is realized by a limited amount of computation, storage, and networking resources, enabling the hosting of
low-latency applications deployed as lightweight VNFs. Furthermore, backhaul and fronthaul transmission
resources are also part of the CESC, allowing for the required connectivity. The second centralized tier, i.e., the
main DC, encompasses the centralized SD-RAN controller, which is delivered as a VNF and makes control
plane decisions for all radio components in the geographic region of the CESC cluster, including the centralized
Radio Resource Management (cRRM) across the complete CESC cluster. Finally, the CESCM is the central
service management and orchestration component in the architecture, enabling a converged cloud-radio
environment and efficient placement of services. A single instance of CESCM can operate over several CESC
clusters at different Points of Presence (PoP), each constituting an Edge DC through the use of a dedicated VIM
per cluster. 5G ESSENCE envisages combining the MEC and NFV concepts with small cell virtualization and
enhancing them for supporting multi-tenancy and enabling efficient Virtualized Network Function placement
and live migration. The use of end-to-end network slicing mechanisms allows sharing the 5G ESSENCE
infrastructure among multiple operators and customizing its capabilities on a per-tenant basis. The project has
selected ETSI OSM as an orchestrator for the platform and uses OpenStack as VIM and OpenDaylight as the
SDN controller.
5G-ESSENCE applied a qualitative approach for security analysis on each of the use cases. The main output of
the analysis was the risk for the identified assets of 5G-ESSENCE. The risk was determined by the combination
of the threat likelihood and its impact in the form of a Risk Matrix. 5G-ESSENCE deployed three use cases.
The first use case provided 5G Edge Network Acceleration at a Stadium. The second use case deployed a 5G
RAN Slicing for Mission Critical Applications. The last use case provided 5G for In-flight communication and
entertainment system.
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Use case 1: 5G Edge Network Acceleration at a Stadium. The production/distribution of locally generated
content through the 5G ESSENCE platform, coupled with value- added services and rich user context, will
enable secure, high-quality and resilient transmission, in real-time and with minimal latency;
Use case 2: 5G RAN Slicing for Mission Critical Applications. Within Use Case 2, the 5G ESSENCE
framework involved one or more Public Safety (PS) communications providers that will use the resources
offered by a deployed 5G ESSENCE platform for the delivery of communication services to PS organizations
in a country/region;
Use case 3: 5G In-flight Communication and Entertainment System. The 5G ESSENCE In-Flight
Entertainment and Connectivity (IFEC) demo tests and validates the multi-tenancy enabled network solution
for passenger connectivity and wireless broadband experience. The multi-RAT CESCs was implemented as a
set of integrated access points to be deployed on-board an airplane.

3.2.4 5G TRANSFORMER
The 5G-TRANSFORMER project [12] aims at vertical industries and MVNOs to meet their service
requirements within customized network slices. The project’s vision is to transform today’s mobile transport
networks into an SDN/NFV-based 5G Mobile Transport and Computing Platform and enable network slices,
which are tailored to a tenant’s needs, on the different concatenated segments from a data/service network in a
cloud, the transport network, as well as the radio access network. Network slices are deployed as NFV network
services.
The designed solution considers different abstraction levels: Tenants from vertical industry or MVNOs issue a
service request through a customer frontend to a Vertical Slicer (5GT-VS), which defines the vertical services
and performs mapping of the vertical’s requirements into network slice requirements and associated NFV
network services. The 5GT-VS is supposed to be aligned with the operations of the administrative domain’s
OSS/BSS. Southbound to the VS, a Service Orchestrator (5GT-SO) is positioned, which orchestrates end-toend services and associated resources by providing multiple southbound interfaces to control components in the
different network domains, which provide the end-to-end network service. Furthermore, the 5GT-SO provides
a horizontal federation interface to 5GT-SOs of other administrative domains.
The 5GT-SO’s southbound interfaces terminate in the different network domains, which are generalized as
Mobile Transport and Compute Platform (MTP). Each of these network domains is supposed to interpret the
5GT-SO’s control directives and translate them into domain- and technology specific control. Adaptation of the
common semantics on the 5GT-SO’s southbound interface to domain- and technology-specific control is
handled by domain-specific plugins.

Figure 1: 5G-TRANSFORMER System Architecture
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Interfaces are aligned with ETSI NFV standards and Information Model Specifications (IFA). Monitoring is
supported and captured data points are exposed to all abstraction layers (5GT-MTP, 5GT-SO, 5GT-VS).
The project’s software implementation leverages OSS for MANO, based on the Cloudify 2 and the Open Source
MANO (OSM) 3 projects. The 5GT-SO has been implemented as a wrapper around the OSS-based orchestrator
and implements, besides the specified service management functions (e.g. SLA Manager, Monitoring Manager,
Network Service Descriptor catalogue), the open interfaces towards the northbound 5GT-VS, the federation
interface towards other 5GT-SOs, as well as the southbound interface towards the MTP. The specified
architecture implies a clear abstraction and separation of orchestration and policy enforcement tasks. The project
addresses more the end-to-end operations rather than edge-centric deployment and operations as well as
continuity of services in a highly dynamic environment, where network edges may need to collaborate more
directly for efficiency and performance reasons. Even though the defined architecture considers local NFVOs,
the provisioning of rules and orchestration of services and resources from a centric point per administrative
domain (5GT-SO) has been the preferred deployment and technical focus in the project.

3.2.5 SliceNet
The SliceNet project provides a solution for an intelligence-based autonomic end-to-end slicing-friendly
infrastructure for 5G networks. SliceNet implements an innovative verticals-oriented 5G network slicing
framework, focused on cognitive network management and control for end-to-end slicing operation services,
which enables customizable control, cross-plane coordination and orchestration, slicing scalability, security,
resource efficiency and interoperability across multiple domains. SliceNet ability to extend the network when
it is necessary is important because it keeps the latency low and prevents services operations from being affected
even when the traffic increases. Also, the virtualization in combination with different fixed and mobile access
technologies offers an amount of services which are not limited by the location of the users.
SliceNet lays on six core pillars. The first one is the Network Slicing concept, which will enable flexibility and
readiness of the network to support the emerging 5G business requirements and accommodate the verticals
business requirements. The second one is the ability to deliver a Network Slice as a composed service offer that
crosses multiple service providers, in an abstract manner for the vertical. The third is having a One-Stop API
(OSA) as a single-entry point for the vertical to reach the system functionalities. The fourth is Plug & Play
customized control functions, APIs and tools, enhancing the flexibility for end user services, including enabling
verticals to plug their own control logic and tailor the slices to their needs. The fifth is the cognitive network
management, with self-healing, self-optimizing and self-configuring automation capabilities for network
management through self-decision making. The sixth core aspect is the cross-plane orchestration capability,
providing a set of coordination functions across several logical layers and network features (i.e. service, slice,
resource, and infrastructure) with the aim of orchestrating the provisioning of end-to-end slices.
SliceNet architecture is inclusive enough to represent the main network segments involved in multiple
administrative domains involved in the end-to-end communications, including the following network functional
segments: user equipment, 5G radio, edge cloud, transport, 5G core, public and private clouds.
In 5G networks, the edge cloud and the core network are geographically distributed. SliceNet achieves this
infrastructure view by exploring the different availability zones provided by OpenStack. An individual edge is
positioned in a specific availability zone, and the core network is in a different zone from any individual edge.
Consequently, multiple zones corresponding to edges and the core network.
SliceNet recently joined the ETSI Open Source MANO (OSM) research community. They use ETSI OSM as
part of the Service and Slice orchestration framework for combined coordination of end-to-end network slices
and NFV Network Services provisioning and operation in support of the SmartCity, SmartGrid and eHealth
vertical use cases. In fact, the alignment of the ETSI OSM Northbound APIs to the standard ETSI NFV SOL005
REST APIs is a crucial feature for interoperability with enhanced OSS functionalities, like those provided by
the SliceNet orchestration framework in the context of service and slice coordination.

2
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The SliceNet project does not focus on federation and on hierarchical split of NFVO functionalities into multiple
entities, since the NFVO is unique whereas, as explained above, edge clouds are managed as part of the VIM
only.

3.3 Open Source MANO Platforms
3.3.1 Cloudify
Cloudify is an open edge orchestration and automation solution that enables to connect different deployment
locations, managing complete lifecycles of software-defined networking (SDN) solutions and other multi-access
edge devices and clouds (MEC). It supports cloud native services to manage distributed containers on physical
servers or the cloud. Cloudify supports Virtual Network Functions (VNF) to allow full lifecycle automation and
management (start, stop, migrate). The platform automates deployment and configuration while also supporting
auto scaling and software updates. It is TOSCA-based (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud
Applications) and ONAP-aligned (Open Networking Automation Platform). Cloudify describes a network
service with all its resources: infrastructure, functions, service chaining, application code, scripts, configuration
management, metrics, and policies. Cloudify implements an asynchronous, agent-based approach to orchestrate
the service deployment process.
Cloudify allows the coordination of a master orchestrator with local edge orchestrators. Here, a local edge can
host and run an autonomous lightweight orchestrator, which could work with a container orchestration system
like Kubernetes. The local edge orchestrator can support local scaling and self-healing. Both a mastercoordinated and a delegated autonomous edge model are possible. Cloudify is an edge orchestrator based on the
Apache ARIA TOSCA engine to describe and run topologies and relationships. The actual communication
between the master orchestrator and edge orchestrator can utilize gRPC, which is characterized by lower latency
(faster connectivity) and bi-directional communication.
Cloudify’s Open vCPE solution provides a self-service experience for installing, configuring, and managing
network services - firewalls, routers, load balancers, and more - on the customer premises through a central
management portal. Combining network configuration framework, simple VNF on-boarding, and a multitenant service portal, allows carriers to configure and deploy VNFs, build network service chains and on-board
new VNFs in days, where previously weeks or months were required.

3.3.2 Kubernetes
Kubernetes is an open-source container orchestration system for automating application deployment, service
discovery, and scaling/load balancing/traffic distribution.
For edge-based environments, Kubernetes can be useful for orchestrating and scheduling resources from cloud
to edge data center workloads, and also to manage and deploy edge devices together with cloud configurations.
Kubernetes can support the coordination if there is flow of operations and data from cloud to edge devices and
vice versa. Policies can be narrowed down for specific channels or edge nodes based on particular configuration
requirements, thus enabling high availability and low-latency application access from different IoT devices.
A running Kubernetes cluster contains node agents (Kubelet) and a cluster control plane (master), with cluster
state backed by a distributed storage system. The Kubernetes control plane is split into a set of components,
which can all run on a single master node, or can be replicated to support high availability clusters, or can even
be self-hosted. The Kubernetes node has the services necessary to run application containers and be managed
from the master systems. The most important and most prominent controller in Kubernetes is the Kubelet, which
is the primary implementer of the Pod and Node APIs that drive the container execution layer. Kubelet also
currently links in the cAdvisor resource monitoring agent.
Whole Kubernetes clusters can be deployed in edge nodes. Another option is hierarchical cloud plus edge, in
which a virtual Kubelet is used as reference architecture. Virtual Kubelets reside in the cloud and contain the
abstract of nodes and pods deployed at the edge. Virtual Kubelets have supervisory control for container-based
edge nodes. KubeEdge, based on Huawei’s IoT Edge platform, Intelligent Edge Fabric (IEF), is yet another
approach. Here, the control plane resides in the cloud and centrally manages the edge nodes with their containers
and resources. KubeEdge enables the orchestration and management of edge clusters similar to how Kubernetes
manages in the cloud. It supports multiple protocols and it uses standard MQTT-based communication.
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Cloudify can make Kubernetes interoperable with external services such as databases, services running on VMs,
legacy applications, serverless workloads, and as a consequence enable better end-to-end automation not
specific to a single platform. Cloudify supports scenarios such as hybrid applications running in a multi-cloud
environment or more than one Kubernetes cluster. Cloudify provides infrastructure management capabilities
such as instantiation or auto-healing/scaling in these situations.
ONAP (Open Networking Automation Platform) is another open source platform for orchestration and
automation of physical and virtual network functions. It integrates Kubernetes to contain the various ONAP
components.

3.3.3 OSM
Open Source MANO (OSM) is an ETSI-hosted initiative for the development of open-source NFV Management
and Orchestration software stacks and is VIM-independent. OSM is aligned to NFV ISG information models
while providing feedback based on its implementation experience. The goal of ETSI OSM is the development
of a community-driven production-quality E2E Network Service Orchestrator (E2E NSO) for telco services,
capable of modelling and automating real telco-grade services, with all the intrinsic complexity of production
environments. OSM provides a way to accelerate maturation of NFV technologies and standards, enable a broad
ecosystem of VNF vendors and test and validate the joint interaction of the orchestrator with the other
components it has to interact with: commercial NFV infrastructures (NFVI+VIM) and Network Functions
(either VNFs, PNFs or Hybrid ones).
As a Network Service Orchestrator, OSM is intended to provide the capability of creating network services
on demand and returning a service object ID that can be used later as a handler to control the whole lifecycle
and operations of the network service via subsequent calls to OSM’s northbound API and monitor its global
state in a convenient fashion.
OSM has been imagined as a framework that will follow the ETSI standard, with the scope to cover NFV
orchestration (including network service onboarding, lifecycle, and performance management), VNF
management (including VNF onboarding, lifecycle, fault, and performance management), VIM/SDN
controllers and security. OSM provides a full solution for NFV management and orchestration, covering both
design time (i.e. DevOps) and run time phases of VNFs and Network Services lifecycle management. Thus, the
architecture of OSM consists of two major components: run-time scope and design-time scope.
The run-time scope component comprises different functions like automated service orchestration. Its primary
purpose is to simplify service and lifecycle management while it also performs provisioning for SDN
controllers, including plugin models integrating multiple SDN controllers. The run-time scope also includes
delivery of plugin models for integrating multiple VIMs. Run-time scope’s Generic VNF Manager is an
important function to control VNFs with support for specific VNF Managers based on demand. Additionally, a
plugin model for the integration of multiple monitoring tools is included.
The design-time scope includes support for a model-driven environment fully aligned with the ETSI NFV
standard. The design-time scope of OSM includes: i) the capability for Create/Read/Update/Delete (CRUD)
operations on the Network Service definition, ii) tools for VNF Package Generation, iii) Graphical User
Interface (GUI) to accelerate the design time phase, VNFs on-boarding and deployment. Said this, the NS and
VNF descriptors used by OSM are not fully aligned with those standardized by ETSI, i.e. NFV-SOL 001 that
follows the TOSCA Lightweight profile and are implemented in YAML, and NFV-SOL006, which are
implemented in YANG and are much more similar to those used by OSM.
Release 7 of OSM claims to support Kubernetes clusters as additional VIM.
OSM is not implemented in a plug-in oriented fashion, thus it is quite complex to directly add features without
diving into the core code of the orchestrator. Up to now, it does not support direct federation capabilities through
the Or-Or reference point as well as hierarchical splitting of orchestration task.

3.3.4 Feature-based Analysis of MANO platforms
Through a thorough examination and study of the available documentation and publications that tackle a
particular MANO platform, we isolated key features that need to be taken into account to make use of their
benefits. Such analysis is notably important for the development of CCAM platform and 5G-CARMEN network
service and resource orchestration, because it provides a summarized information on the platforms which are
likely to be used in the real deployment and can be used as guidelines for future extensions of existing
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orchestrators. Each particular feature is essential to consider, as it highly affects the performance of the tools
and their ability to get customized to different experimental environments.
Based on the work provided by Taleb et al. [13] and de Sousa et al. [14] the open source tools that attracted
significant attention in past few years are Open Network Automation Platform (ONAP), Open Baton, Sonata
(5GTango), Open Source MANO (OSM), Tacker, Cloudify, X-MANO, TeNoR, and Escape. In Table 8, Table
9, Table 10, we map the feature types to their corresponding metrics for each MANO tool that we took into
consideration, and the brief discussion based on each feature is presented as follows.
Resource footprint: It embodies one of the fundamental requirements prior to experimenting with a MANO
platform, because it presents the amount of resources (such as number of virtual or physical machines, RAM,
number of vCPUs, storage, etc.) needed for the installation, and proper work. To make the result
comprehensible, we present three categories, i.e., - light, medium, and heavy, and map the required resources to
them as presented in Table 8. In Table 8 and its extension (Table 9), the resource footprint is shown for each
platform, it can be seen that ONAP is the heaviest in terms of all three resource components, which is expected
due to its extensiveness, strong credibility, and relevance for the industry as well. On the other hand, Open
Baton and OSM offer two installation possibilities, i.e., minimal and full, which differ in number of supported
components (e.g., NFVO, VNFM, drivers for monitoring plugins, drivers for different VIMs, etc.). However, it
should be noted that MANO tools which connect to VIM such as OpenStack, require additional machines to
install VIM, which in particular needs 4 vCPUs, 8 GB RAM, and more than 80 GB of disk space per se.
Messaging bus: This specific component is essential for enabling either synchronous or asynchronous
communication between different MANO components, offering message exchange in a reliable way. As it can
be seen from Table 8 and Table 9, the great majority of MANO platforms use RabbitMQ messaging bus, due
to its powerful and flexible operation. RabbitMQ is an open-source general purpose message broker that
implements a variety of messaging protocols, with Advanced Message Queueing Protocol (AMQP) among
them. In MEC-based MANO case, RabbitMQ provides MEC applications with a platform to send and receive
messages, connect to each other, and scale. It is performed through different versions of point to point,
request/reply, and pub-sub communication style patters, which enable publishers to send messages to exchanges
(central nodes), and consumers to retrieve messages from queues [15]. Due to this simplistic operation mode
which enables routing, load balancing, and persistent message queuing in terms of several lines of code,
RabbitMQ is easy to use and deploy, and therefore, it is reasonable that most of the MANO solution developers
use this messaging broker. However, it unavoidably generates additional latency because of message queuing
on a central node. In regard to that, ZeroMQ4, used by Escape for instance, is a lightweight substitute for
RabbitMQ, as it especially addresses latency constrained networking scenarios such as autonomous driving.
However, the increased complexity of this solution is a significant disadvantage in comparison with RabbitMQ.
Taking into account the importance of low latency for vehicular applications, decision upon messaging system
should be taken carefully, studying and benchmarking both RabbitMQ and ZeroMQ to find a trade-off.
Infrastructure adaptation: Under the term of infrastructure adaptation, we consider the capability of MANO
platform to adapt to different types of VIM. The more VIM drivers are supported by a platform, the more
flexibility in experimentation and deployment is provided. This is significantly important as different VIM types
are more or less complex than the other, and if diverse set of VIM drivers can be easily installed within MANO
it expands the possibilities to combine resources from different virtualized infrastructures. All studied tools
support OpenStack, as a widely used software platform which offers a plethora of virtualized servers and other
resources to customers.
Virtualization environment: Despite the enormous popularity of Virtual Machines (VMs), due to the
capability to share the host kernel with user-space isolation, the container-based virtualization is now gaining
momentum. There is already a solid research conducted on capabilities of both VM and container-based
virtualization, studying the benefits and limitations of both [13][16]. With regards to the limited resource
availability within the MEC platforms, comparing to the large and resourceful data-center, the lightweight
virtualization, and orchestration solutions for small-size programmable devices are required. Delivering a
lightweight deployment of services and applications, containerization seems to be the best candidate for
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deployment of emerging 5G technologies such as NFV and MEC. Therefore, the MANO tools with support for
a container-based virtualization are considered as profoundly interesting for future MEC-oriented research. The
aforementioned enables orchestration and management of the latency constrained applications, such as those in
5G-CARMEN case.
VNF life-cycle operations: Depending on the type of MANO platform, a certain number of life-cycle
management operations is supported. Keeping in mind ONAP's superiority and extensiveness comparing to
other tools, a support for a plentiful set of operations is expected. If we tend to approach the study of tools with
lower complexity and lighter installation, most of remaining tools provide support for number of operations of
similar scale. Importantly, all of the tools enable three fundamental actions, i.e., instantiation, scaling, and
termination. In particular, instantiation and on-boarding operations are usually tightly coupled. On-boarding
means transferring appropriate image file altogether with VNF Descriptor (VNFD) and Network Service
Descriptor (NSD), from NFVO to VIM via VNFM. In that phase, VIM allocates resources required for such
VNF and network service, based on the specified flavour. On the other hand, instantiation is represented as a
phase of booting-up a system based on the received image, and installing all dependencies stated in descriptors,
which are needed for VNF or network service to run properly. In case of scaling, more resources are needed
than it was initially allocated by VIM. Thus, based on the instruction from NFVO, VIM re-allocates resources,
and in case of termination it releases resources that were allocated by terminating VNF or network service.
Table 8: Analysis of selected NFV MANO implementations (1/3) [17]
ONAP
Resource
footprint

number of
vCPUs

heavy

RAM

heavy

storage

heavy
Microservice
bus/Message &
Data Routers

Messaging bus

Infrastructure adaption

Virtualization environment

VNF life-cycle operations

Open Baton
minimal version: light
full version: heavy
minimal version: light
full version: heavy
minimal version: light
full version: light
RabbitMQ

VIM: OpenStack,
Azure, VMWare,
and Wind River

VIM: OpenStack,
AWS, Docker, Test

VMs
instantiation
configuration
elastic scaling
automatic
recovery from
resource failure

VMs, containers
instantiation
configuration
starting
stopping
terminating
scaling-in

Sonata (5G Tango)
light
medium
heavy
RabbitMQ
VIM: OpenStack,
Kubernetes, Sonata
Emulator,
WIM: Virtual Tenant
Network, and
Transport API
containers
placement
on-boarding
instantiation
scaling in/out

OSM
minimal version: light
full version: light
minimal version: light
full version: medium
minimal version: light
full version: medium
RabbitMQ

VIM: OpenStack, VMWare,
AWS, OpenVIM
VMs
modelling
on-boarding
NS creation
NS operation

termination

NS finalization
YAML-based

VNF
descriptor

TOSCA, YANG

TAR, CSAR (TOSCA)

domain specific
language similar to
TOSCA and HOT

VNF image

N/A

QCOW work in
progress

N/A

QCOW

VNF healthy environment
support

various packaging
and validation
tools available
and integrated

no

yes

no

Integrated monitoring
system

yes

no (Zabbix plugin)

yes

no, plugins for different
VIMs available

deployment

deployment

configuration

managing PoPs

monitoring

catalogue

restart
clustering and
scaling
upgrade

marketplace

LCM of NSs, slices,
VNFs
management of SLA
performing VIMs,
WIMs, and
endpoints
monitoring KPIs

launching NSD

catalogue

on-boarding NSD

specifying QoS
requirements on
links

VNF
package

Feature palette

deletion
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Interfaces

Portal,
Dashboard, Use
Case UI, External
APIs, CLI

Dashboard (GUI), CLI

Portal (GUI), Web
interface, CLI

Dashboard (GUI), Web
interface, CLI

Operating system

Ubuntu

Ubuntu 14.04, Ubuntu
16.04

Ubuntu

Ubuntu 16.04

VNF package: A VNF package includes a corresponding VNFD that will be used to describe a VNF. In
particular, this VNF is a part of the service chain that orchestrator aims to launch on top of the virtualized
infrastructure. Besides VNFD, which provides a broader communication compatibility among operators, there
is an NSD as well, containing description of the whole network service. Depending on the tool, these descriptors
are usually written following some of the well-known standards, such as: Topology and Orchestration
Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA), Yet Another Next Generation (YANG), and Heat Orchestration
Template (HOT). For instance, TOSCA is a standard used to specify services and their relations on a cloud
computing view, while YANG represents a data modelling language for configuration and state data
manipulated by the network configuration, designed by IETF. Similarly, to TOSCA, HOT in particular,
describes the resources and the relationship among them. However, being much more generic and able to
automate any application production process, TOSCA is widely used for describing VNFs and network services.
Nevertheless, given the broad support and availability of all three standards, we consider TOSCA, YANG, and
HOT suitable for the orchestration solutions that we tackle in this paper. Finally, besides descriptors, VNF
package usually includes VNF image which needs to be available on the corresponding VIM, so that Element
Management System (EMS) entities are provided with an adequate image type for launching VNF-customized
VMs.
Table 9: Analysis of selected NFV MANO implementations (2/3)
Tacker
Resource
footprint

number of
vCPUs

medium

RAM

medium

storage
Messaging bus

heavy
RabbitMQ

Infrastructure adaption

VIM:
OpenStack,
Kubernetes

Virtualization
environment

VMs,
containers

VNF life-cycle operations

N/A

Cloudify

VNF
descriptor

VNF image
VNF healthy
environment support
Integrated monitoring
system

Feature palette

Tenor

Escape

medium
medium
light-heavy
RabbitMQ
VIM: AWS,
Azure,
OpenStack,
vSphere
VMs, containers
event-stream
processing
metrics queueing
aggregation
analysis

VNF
package

X-MANO
N/A

N/A

N/A

RabbitMQ

RabbitMQ

ZeroMQ

N/A

VIM: OpenStack,
Open DayLight

VIM: OpenStack

VMs

VMs

containers

creation
chaining
deletion

start
stop
restart
scale-in

instantiate/start/stop
NF
connect/disconnect

scale-out

NF to/from switch

HOT

YANG

N/A

N/A

TOSCA

TOSCA

N/A

QCOW

VNF manifest,
JSON file,
multi-domain
NSD, YAML
N/A

no

no

no

no

no

no, Zabbix
plugin

no, plugin for VIM
monitoring and
Apache Cassandra

no

no

yes

VNF
Management

uploading, and
deleting footprints
keep a directory
of blueprints
create multiple
deployments for
each blueprint
execute
workflows
execute healing
and scaling

NFV
Orchestration:
VIM
Management,
VNFFG
Catalogue,
VNFFG
Manager, NS
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Catalogue, NS
Manager

view application’s
topology
retrieve events
utilize plugins
view metrics
search logs

statistics panel

Service mapping
SLA Enforcement

Universal Node
domain manager

Interfaces

Horizon and
CLI

CLI, Web UI

Customer portal
(GUI)

N/A

Rest-API, GUI

Operating system

CentOS,
RHEL, Debian
and Ubuntu

RHEL, CentOS,
Ubuntu
14.x/16.x/18.x,
Windows 2008

Ubuntu 14.04
LTS, Windows
8.1, Windows 10

Ubuntu 14.04

Ubuntu 16.04

VNF healthy environment support: This feature is quite specific since it is only available in ONAP and
Sonata, representing incorporation of VNF self-healing capabilities such as those provided by integrated
validation tools. In case of large-scale usage of the tools in industry and production, such capability is essential.
Integrated monitoring system: There is a huge potential in integrating a monitoring system into the MANO
solution, as the logic that runs in the background of orchestration components highly relies on the data collected
by constant monitoring. Such possibility decreases the delay in communication between monitoring and
orchestration and control entities, therefore providing real-time information gathered from the measurements.
Although some of the tools (e.g., ONAP, Sonata, and Cloudify) incorporate a tool-customized monitoring
system into their architectures, most of the studied MANO solutions still require installing plugins for external
monitoring (such as Grafana, Zabbix, etc.).
Feature palette: It comprises different capabilities that MANO tool can provide to the users once it is properly
installed. The palette is usually reached through some tool-specific Graphical User Interface (GUI), and in most
of the cases it is aligned to the actions that can be taken during the VNF life-cycle management.
Interfaces: Almost all of the encompassed MANO tools provide work on the resource and service orchestration,
specific component configuration, actions from the life-cycle management set, and various activities from the
feature palette, through both GUI - usually represented as a dashboard, and a Command Line Interface (CLI).
Understanding of all the processes of VIM registration, creating VNFDs and NSDs, on-boarding VNFs,
launching network services, etc., is facilitated by providing a corresponding GUI, as it is more representative
than a usual CLI. Although the installation of each tool must be obtained through the CLI, representing the
feature palette within a GUI-based dashboard is a plus.
Operating system: This feature only reflects the requirement based on the fundamental operating system,
required for installation and proper work of the overall MANO platform.
ETSI NFV MANO compliance: In general, in order to expand the exploitability of any software tool, whether
it is MANO or not, the standardization plays a key role as it assures that the tool meets certain requirements
which guarantee the proper work in various conditions. Having ETSI NFV MANO framework as a reference,
it is unlikely that a tool with no proper compliance will be considered as a candidate for the resource and service
orchestration in vehicular communications context, such as ours in 5G-CARMEN, because ETSI has a leader
role in standardizing NFV and MEC. The necessity for standardization in aforementioned context is reasonable,
especially because of the heterogeneity in MEC platforms. Therefore, although developed and deployed by
different vendors/operators/application designers and developers, various MEC platforms and applications can
be consolidated and able to cooperate if the standardization requirements are met.
Multi-domain support: The multi-domain capabilities represent a strong contributing factor to filter the orchestration
solutions, being characterized by capabilities to establish a connection with MEC from the other domain using technologies
such as OpenVPN, and to enable communication among the resources in different administrative and technological

domains. This feature is of particular importance for 5G-CARMEN context, as our orchestration solutions have
to span multiple domains, and strongly heterogeneous environments. For instance, X-MANO [18] solution
introduces the federation over multiple domains through the following core components: 1. Federation Agent
(FA), associated to a particular domain in which it interacts with the domain orchestrators, and other modules
which are in charge of life-cycle management in monitoring within a domain, and 2. Federation Manager (FM),
which is interfaced with one or more FAs. Also, OpenVPN is used in order to establish the cross-domain link.
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Another solution which spans federation aspects is ONAP5, and its modular and layered nature improves
interoperability and simplifies integration, allowing it to support multiple VNF environments by integrating
with multiple VIMs, VNFMs, SDN Controllers, etc. ONAP’s service orchestrator performs orchestration at a
very high level, with an end-to-end view of the infrastructure, network, and applications. In particular, ONAP’s
multi-site state coordination module enables scaling to multi-site environments to support global scale
infrastructure requirements. Certain process specifications and policies are geographically distributed to
optimize performance and maximize autonomous behaviour in federated cloud environments. ONAP External
APIs, i.e., North Bound Interface (NBI) module, exposes ONAP capabilities to OSS/BSS by currently
implementing TM Forum APIs, supporting rapid services and resource deployment. In the latest release, i.e.
Dublin, External APIs module is for the first time officially involved in two approved ONAP blueprints: 1.
BroadBand Service (BBS), and 2. Cross Domain and Cross Layer VPN (CCVPN).
Furthermore, Escapev2 [19] Orchestrator provides multi-domain NFV orchestration by 1) performing recursive
orchestration via north and south Unify interfaces, spanning different even legacy technologies and migration
between them, and 2) supporting UNIFY domains directly, and several technological domains via adapters.
Finally, TeNoR [20] defines VNF orchestration as a multi-domain problem, considering several PoPs in the
NFV infrastructure. The TeNoR orchestrator, as a product of FP7 T-NOVA project, is responsible for network
services and VNFs lifecycle management operations over distributed and virtualized network/IT infrastructures.
Multi-tenancy support: Due to the ubiquitous popularity of network slicing paradigm, being able to allocate
different slices of network resources in order to cope with stringent QoS and QoE requirements for network
services is useful for the experimentation. As this feature is also part of the 5G-CARMEN, the efforts will be
invested in order to incorporate network slicing into orchestration solutions.
Table 10: Analysis of selected NFV MANO implementations (3/3)

ETSI NFV MANO
compliance
Multi-domain support
Multi-tenancy support
(Network slicing)

Sonata
(5G
Tango)

Cloudify

XMANO

Tenor

Escape

yes

not fully

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

N/A

N/A

N/A

ONAP

Open Baton

OSM

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

Tacker

3.4 Standard MANO Platform architecture
3.4.1 ETSI NFV-MANO framework
The ETSI ISG on NFV has proposed and standardized the NFV-MANO framework to simplify and automate
the FCAPS management, lifecycle management and connectivity management of virtualized network services
(NS) and associated resources realized within a single NFVI-PoP or across multiple NFVI-PoPs. In this regard,
the ETSI ISG NFV has published several specifications6 while work on extending existing specifications with
new features and producing new specifications is in progress. It should be noted that the NFV-MANO
framework has been designed with the imperatives of the management of 5G network infrastructures requiring
agile and autonomic FCAPS management and LCM of network slices and related (physical/virtual) resources.
In view of the multi-tiered architecture vision for 5G and the network slices, a 5G network is mainly composed
of three layers, namely the resource layer, the network slice instance layer and the service instance layer. Each
of these respective layers needs to be managed in coordination with other layers, while preserving the stringent
carrier requirements.

5

Open Network Automation Platform (ONAP) Architecture White Paper

6

https://www.etsi.org/technologies/nfv
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Figure 2 shows the standard NFV-MANO framework and its respective reference points as proposed by ETSI
NFV. This framework has three main functional blocks namely the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM),
the Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM), and the Network Function Virtualization Orchestrator
(NFVO).

Figure 2: The NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO) framework as specified by ETSI [21]

The NFVO manages network service (NS) instance(s). Thus, it is responsible for the on-boarding process of
network service descriptions, which specifies network services and the overall life-cycle management of
network services as such. It ensures end-to-end service integrity that is formed by multiple VNFs interconnected
by virtual links (VL). A single VNF may in turn be composed of multiple VNF Components (VNFC)
interconnected over VLs in a prescribed topological order specified by a Network Service Descriptor (NSD)
file. Each VNFC instance embodies a sub-set of function(s) that is part of the overall NS. The NFVO offers
reference points to external systems, thereby enabling connectivity with legacy Operating Support Systems
(OSS) and Business Support Systems (BSS). Moreover, the NFVO is connected to additional data repositories,
such as the network service catalogue, the VNF catalogue, the instance catalogue, and an NFV Infrastructure
resource database, which contain relevant information about the respective entities.
The VNFM is responsible for the automated LCM of one or more VNF entities constituting a NS. To this end,
the VNFM may manage the VNF instance(s) either directly or indirectly via the Element Manager (EM). Typical
LCM actions include operations like instantiating, scaling, configuring, updating, upgrading, deletion of
respective VNF instance(s). Again, external reference points, such as Ve-Vnfm-em, allow for connections to
legacy network functions and facilitate a unified management and orchestration of NFV systems.
The VIM connects to NFV Infrastructures (NFVI) via the Nf-Vi interface and manages the NFVI resources like
the computing, networking, memory and storage at the VM level. The VIM is responsible for the resource
management and providing connectivity between the various VNFs of a network service. Thus, it sets up the
virtual links within the cloud infrastructures, e.g., by using Software Defined Networks.
In addition, the NFV MANO framework specifies various descriptors to provide metadata, such as lifecycle,
monitoring, policy information, needed to execute LCM operations at the NS and VNF level. To this end, the
NSD provides a high-level description of a NS, including all the constituent VNFs and the life-cycle events of
a NS instance, which can be interpreted and executed by the NFVO. Likewise, VNF Descriptor (VNFD)
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describes a VNF. In addition to life-cycle events, the VNFD also includes specific information of the Virtual
Deployment Units (VDU), i.e., VM images or containers, and how they should be executed. For example, the
VNFD describes minimal CPU requirements that must be met to run a certain VNF. Finally, the NSD, the
VNFD and other artifacts, like VM images, can be combined in a Service Package that acts as a vehicle to ship
and on-board network services at a MANO service platform.
The three main functional elements are interconnected with each other and the respective external elements (i.e.,
OSS/BSS, EMs, VNFs, NFVIs) via well-defined reference points as shown in Figure 2. The ETSI ISG NFV
has specified various interfaces for the respective reference points and defined relevant operations and
information elements for each of the specified interface. Figure 3 provides a summary of the interfaces for each
of the NFV-MANO reference point and these specifications have been published and are publicly available7.

Figure 3: Overview of the ETSI NFV-MANO Rel. 03 interfaces

The ETSI NFV-MANO has specified another functional element referred to as WAN Infrastructure Manager
(WIM), which is responsible for managing the NS connectivity over a WAN infrastructure in multi-site
environment. Functionally the WIM is considered as a subset of VIM and therefore interfaces with the NFVO
via the Or-Vi reference point. The interface specification for WIM is provided in [21]. For the LCM of multisite NS instances, the reference point Or-Or, which is instantiated between two NFVOs, has been specified in
[22].

3.4.2 ETSI MEC Platform
In this section, we present the standardized Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) platform architecture, i.e.,
ETSI MEC Platform and its building blocks. In particular, Figure 4, illustrates the Multi-access edge system
reference architecture, which comprises all the elements that build multi-access edge system, altogether with
the reference points between the elements.
As stated in the reference document Error! Reference source not found., multi-access edge system consists
of the MEC hosts, and the MEC management system. Since the management system is addressed in clause
3.3.1, and due to the fact that management and orchestration tasks for MEC platform in general, and MEC

7

https://docbox.etsi.org/ISG/NFV/Open/Publications_pdf/Specs-Reports
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applications in particular, can be fulfilled by ETSI NFV MANO components, in this section we focus only on
the ETSI MEC host (red box in Figure 4).
Therefore, a MEC host comprises both MEC platform and virtualization infrastructure:
•

•

MEC platform: According to the definition provided in the reference document, MEC platform
represents a collection of essential functionalities required to run MEC applications on top of the
virtualization infrastructure. Furthermore, MEC platform allows MEC applications to produce and
consume various services. Being considered within an NFV environment, MEC applications as well as
MEC platform itself can be treated as VNFs, which are managed and orchestrated by ETSI NFV MANO
components.
The main functions covered by MEC platform are summarized as follows:
o It provides an environment for MEC applications to run, and to advertise, consume, and produce
various MEC services. When supported, exposing MEC services from one to different MEC
platforms will be possible as well.
o It receives traffic rules from management entities (i.e., MEC platform manager), and based on
these rules it provides the instructions for data plane.
o It configures a DNS proxy based on the DNS records received from the management entities.
o It hosts MEC services.
Virtualization infrastructure: In order to instantiate and properly run MEC applications, resources
from virtualization infrastructure (i.e., compute, storage, and network resources) are needed, and they
are requested and allocated based on the decisions made by the management entities (i.e., ETSI NFV
MANO components). Once instantiated, MEC applications run as Virtual Machines (VMs)/containers,
on top of the virtualization infrastructure, interacting with MEC platform to consume and advertise
MEC services.
Besides the aforementioned resources needed for MEC applications to run, the virtualization
infrastructure also covers a data plane that executes the traffic rules from MEC platform, and routes the
traffic among applications, services, DNS server/proxy, 3GPP network, other access networks, local
networks, and external networks.

As it can be seen in Figure 4, the overall multi-access edge system architecture spans numerous reference points,
which can be roughly divided into three groups: i) reference points related to MEC platform, ii) reference points
related to MEC management, and iii) reference points related to external entities (e.g., CFS portal, Device
applications, etc.). Since this section focuses on the ETSI MEC platform, we briefly present the first group of
existing reference points:
•
•
•

Mp1: Reference point between MEC applications and MEC platform, used to perform advertising and
usage of MEC services. It also includes additional functionality such as application availability, session
state relocation, traffic rules and DNS rules activation, etc.
Mp2: Reference point between MEC platform and data plane. It is used to send instructions from MEC
platform to data plane, on how to route the traffic among applications.
Mp3: Reference point between different MEC platforms, used for exchanging control messages.
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Figure 4: Multi-access edge system reference architecture

3.5 Summary of Gaps
Specific gaps have been identified, which need to be addressed in the proposed 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform.
Specifically, the whole chapter 3 of this document provides information which is useful for design and
development of CCAM platform, in terms of: i) providing summarized information on the platforms which can
be used in real deployments, ii) reflecting guidelines for extensions of these tools in order to be suitable for
CCAM platform, iii) isolating key features which need to be taken into consideration when designing and
developing appropriate MANO, customized to CCAM platform requirements. As a result, chapter 3 covers main
aspects of research MANO platforms (including other research projects), open source platforms and standard
MANO platform architecture.
With respect to the messaging system, we should stress the importance of low latency for 5G-CARMEN usecases (such as CLM, BSAF, etc.) and the fact that the decision upon messaging system should be taken carefully
by studying and benchmarking both RabbitMQ and ZeroMQ to find a trade-off. Moreover, with respect to
virtualization environment, it is important to deliver a lightweight deployment of services and applications and
as such, containerization seems to be the best candidate for deployment of MEC applications. Therefore, the
MANO tools with support for a container-based virtualization are considered as profoundly interesting for future
MEC-oriented research. The aforementioned enables orchestration and management of the latency constrained
applications, such as those in 5G-CARMEN use-cases. Furthermore, open source MANO Platforms are
investigated. OSM is not implemented in a plug-in oriented fashion, thus it is quite complex to directly add
features without diving into the core code of the orchestrator. Up to now, it does not support direct federation
capabilities through the Or-Or reference point as well as hierarchical splitting of orchestration task. As a result,
certain design and development actions will need be taken to support Or-Or interface between NFV-SO entities
(as shown in the architecture). Also, for edge-based environments, Kubernetes can be useful for orchestrating
and scheduling resources from cloud to edge data center workloads, and also to manage and deploy edge devices
together with cloud configurations. Kubernetes could also leverage and use Cloudify, which can make it
interoperable with external services such as databases, services running on VMs, legacy applications, serverless
workloads, and, consequently, it enables better end-to-end automation not specific to a single platform.
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Throughout all types of analysed and described prior work, additional gaps have been identified, which the 5GCARMEN project addresses with the specified CCAM platform. The following list summarizes the most
relevant ones:
•
•
•

•
•

Lack in integration and inter-working of MEC and associated MEC platform management with
hierarchical and de-centralized orchestration
Lack in coupling MEC and NFV management with the 5G system to coordinate runtime changes in the
setup and configuration to continue services for mobile users with the expected quality
Most projects focus on end-to-end setup and management of services, as considered for network slices.
Lack in optimization for low-latency edge-to-edge CCAM service continuity. Address these by means
of coordinated service/resource orchestration with (MEC) application session transfer between edge
networks
Lack in coordinated scope of autonomous local edge orchestration under control of a top-level
orchestrator (Service Orchestrator) for intra-domain as well as inter-domain/cross-border operations
Lack in integration and leveraging CCAM customized AI/Machine Learning for greater Quality of
Experience and service availability
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4 CCAM Platform Architecture
4.1 Design Philosophy/Rationale
During the design of the CCAM platform, the project is taking strong alignment with the directions of various
standards tracks into account, in particular with the ETSI MEC, ETSI NFV, and 3GPP. The base design
leverages promising results of selected EU projects per the analysis summarized in Section 3.5. Two
orchestration layers have been adopted in 5G-CARMEN for the CCAM platform, comprising a top-level service
orchestrator with federation reference points towards other administrative domains’ service orchestrator, and to
multiple local network orchestrators, each applying to and operating a defined network domain, i.e. a networkand data centre, the transport network, the edge network, or the radio access network
While the CCAM platform specification extends the current standard’s semantic in support of CCAM platform
specific operations, key design focused on the detailed functional architecture of the MEC network domain and
associated integration of the MEC architecture with the 5G System and NFV orchestration as well as platform
and network control and management functions. In-line with the 5G-CARMEN project’s use cases and the
specified operations, which leverage in particular edge networks and the presence of MEC platforms, the
specified CCAM platform addresses mainly operations at and between MEC platforms. However, even if not
sketched explicitly in the architecture, the top-level service orchestrator is assumed to extend for the
orchestration of local network domains, which go beyond the edge network, i.e. transport, radio access and
central offices/data centres. Such design extends previous work, e.g. the end-to-end orchestration solutions per
5G-TRANSFORMER [12], with integrated and optimized support of CCAM use cases at the edge network, to
represent a full end-to-end orchestration solution with support of QoS, network tailoring and network slicing.
Support of cross-border CCAM use cases takes some assumptions on the deployment and inter-working of the
5G system at operator level, at least for optimization in the proximity of country borders. The CCAM platform
assumes such setup and configuration in support of improved performance, such as short interruption times
during inter-PLMN handover and availability of local breakout or mobile data plane anchor relocation. The
CCAM platform complements such optimized 5G system operation on the edge control and orchestration level.
The project investigates in particular a novel reference point between edge orchestrators as well as the contextbased delegation of service- and resources orchestration related tasks from the top-level orchestrator to the edge
orchestrator. Admission and associated configuration of autonomous edge orchestration tasks is under control
of the top-level service orchestrator. In case edge domain orchestrators of the same or different administrative
domains perform direct mutual operations, the level of information which can be mutually exposed is under
control of the top-level service orchestrator(s). Ongoing activity is investigating the control and policing of such
optimized direct operations between edge orchestrators, aiming at a valuable performance gain. Associated
performance figures reflect the level of supported service continuity for intra-domain and cross-border
operations and depend, similar to inter-PLMN optimizations, also on operator policies. Mutual exposure of
information on edge-local orchestrators can be sensitive and should not imply any security and privacy risks.
However, gain in cross-border operations can be achieved by reducing the number of round trips/handshakes
for orchestration and service relocation during a vehicle’s mobility which implies continuity of a used service
from a target edge network.
The key design objectives are summarized in the following list:
•
•
•

•

Alignment with relevant standards and SDO directions
Alignment with promising results of previous EU projects in the context of resources- and service
orchestration
Focus on the integration and operation of MEC, NFV and 5G system technology for edge and interedge network operations while remaining compatible with selected orchestration platform architecture
of selected projects for full system operations, incl. end-to-end QoS and network slicing
Loose MEC—5G system binding for aligned operations without forcing a dependency on the 5G system
for N6 traffic treatment policies
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•
•
•

Context-based admission of autonomous, local orchestration operations at and between edge networks
CCAM platform contributions to optimized service continuity during intra-domain as well as crossborder scenarios
Keeping top-level orchestrators and associated federation reference points between operators as anchor
for service orchestration and context-based delegation of orchestration tasks to local orchestrators

As a general objective of the design, which is described in this document, and ongoing implementation,
testing and validation effort, the project aims at dissemination of key extensions to various standards tracks,
such as to the ETSI MEC about MEC-5G integration [23].

4.2 CCAM Architecture Overview
4.2.1 Functional Overview
The 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform architecture is represented in Figure 5. The figure illustrates the case of
two mobile network operators (MNOs) operating in distinct countries (Domain ‘A’ and Domain ‘B’), that is,
the challenging cross-border scenario that the 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform is expected to tackle. As a matter
of fact, the envisioned CCAM platform architecture is designed to bridge the gaps of the state-of-the-art
solutions (detailed in Section 3.5) in providing low-latency orchestration at the edge and cross-border service
continuity to 5G-CARMEN use cases, thus fulfilling the functional requirements identified in Section 2.3. These
targets are achieved by the proposed 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform architecture thanks to a hierarchical, twotier orchestration layer (CCAM-REQ-02), which splits the scope of MANO between a global administrative
domain and a local administrative domain.
Security/privacy aspects of the 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform are non-functional components, thus they are
not shown nor described in this section. Details regarding the security considerations and design of the proposed
architecture are provided within Section 5.

Figure 5: 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform architecture.
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Global Administrative Domain: NFV-SO
At a global level, the infrastructure domain is managed and orchestrated by each MNO through an NFV Service
Orchestrator (NFV-SO). The NFV-SO is expected to run in the core network of the MNO and it is controlled
by the MNO’s OSS (which is considered as a ‘black box’ and part of the state of the art, thus it is not shown in
Figure 5). The scope of the NFV-SO is to manage and orchestrate application services for the MNO’s tenants
at a global infrastructure level, that is, at MNO’s nationwide level (CCAM-REQ-05/06). The NFV-SO
maintains a global repository of the application packages and software images received from the OSS upon an
on-boarding request (CCAM-REQ-04/11).
Local Administrative Domain: NFV-LO and MEAO
The second tier of the orchestration layer targets several MEC sites, that is, clusters of MEC hosts which
represent the local infrastructure of the MNO, deployed to satisfy the requirements of low-latency applications.
Each MEC site is managed by an NFV Local Orchestrator (NFV-LO), whose scope is to orchestrate application
services for the MNO’s tenants at a local infrastructure level, that is, at MNO’s regional level (CCAM-REQ02/05/10), ensuring low-latency, edge orchestration to mission-critical application services like, e.g., CLM. In
doing so, the NFV-LO is paired to a MEC Application Orchestrator (MEAO), thus decoupling the specific LCM
logic for application services running on the MEC hosts from the generic LCM of VNFs deployed on the NFVI.
In this context, the NFV-LO and MEAO functional blocks interwork to perform the local and low-latency LCM
of the applications deployed as VNFs on the MEC site under their control (CCAM-REQ-06/07/08/09). The
LCM operations triggered by the NFV-LO/MEAO are enforced by the VNFMs, as per ETSI NFV MANO
specifications. Each NFV-LO maintains a local repository of the application packages and software images
received from the NFV-SO upon an on-boarding request (CCAM-REQ-04/11). As described more in detail in
the following of this section, an on-boarding request from the NFV-SO is triggered by an instantiation request
coming from the OSS.
MEC Hosts
MEC hosts are defined as per ETSI MEC specifications (ETSI GS MEC003 Error! Reference source not
found.). Each MEC host includes a MEC Platform (MEC PF) and a NFVI providing compute, storage, and
network resources for the MEC application services running on top of the MEC PF. The MEC host can offer
value-added services (VAS) like, e.g., Radio Network Information Service (RNIS), to the applications running
on top of the MEC PF. One or more MEC PFs are controlled by a single MEC Platform Manager (MEC PFM)
providing element management functions. The CCAM platform specification extends the role of the platform
manager by grouping and inter-working with additional, complementary functions for 5G system policy
alignment and connectivity management (CCAM-REQ-12), in particular for rules applying to the 3GPP N6
reference point in between the UPF and the Application Services running on top of the MEC PF. Access to and
integration with these additional functions is enabled and depicted in Figure 5 by the API symbol. The API is
used, for example, by the 5G Control Plane, representing the Naf reference point, which enables the binding
between the 5G system and the MEC Platform Management for policy alignment and event notification. Such
interface is of particularly used to coordinate traffic steering during mobility and MEC host relocation.
Observations and Remarks
In summary, the 5G-CARMEN CCAM platform architecture proposes to partition the MNO’s global
infrastructure domain, which is under the control of an NFV-SO, into multiple MEC sites, each of which is
under the control of an NFV-LO paired to a MEAO. The proposed partitioning yields a two-tier orchestration
layer, where the NFV-SO has a global view of the MNO’s infrastructure through the NFV-LOs under its control
and each NFV-LO/MEAO performs low-latency, edge orchestration of application services. The actual
interworking and the split of MANO tasks between the NFV-SO and the various NFV-LOs/MEAOs, as well as
the communication between these functional blocks, will be the focus of the discussion in the next sections.
The main functional requirements for the NFV-SOs are the following:
•
•
•
•

maintains a global repository of the application packages and software images received from OSS;
periodically checks availability of resources in the various MEC sites via the respective NFV-LO
through notification subscription;
performs discovery and selection of NFV-LOs (in a dynamic setting);
decides where to deploy a service (which NFV-LO);
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• manages an entire network service (NS);
• breaks down a NS in multi nested NSs and keeps track of evolution of nested NS;
• onboards and instantiates a NS on a specific NFV-LO;
• LCM operation granting;
• trust brokering function between NFV-SOs (optional);
• provides a list of neighbouring NFV-LOs to each NFV-LO;
• negotiates Management Level Agreements (MLA, see section 4.2.2) with NFV-LOs.
On the other hand, the main functional requirements for the NFV-LOs are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintains a local repository of the application packages and software images received from NFV-LO;
manages VIM resources and network namespaces;
receives requests for services to deploy;
decides to migrate VNFs/NSs or their states and/or to scale the service;
migrates VNFs/NSs or their states through Lo-Lo interface;
asks grants to the NFV-SO;
notifies/receives notifications from peer NFV-LO;
monitors network services in the computing cluster and computing resources and notifies them to
controlling NFV-SO;
onboarding and instantiation of VNFs/NSs and their monitoring.

As a final remark, it is worth highlighting the cardinality of the various functional blocks of the 5G-CARMEN
CCAM platform architecture. In each MEC site, the following number of instances of the various functional
blocks are deployed:
•
•
•
•

a single instance of MEAO and NFV-LO (𝑝 = 𝑛 = 1);
one or more instances of MEC PFs (𝑘 ≥ 1), where each one identifies a MEC host;
one or more instances of MEC PFMs (𝑙 ≥ 1), with the constraint that the cardinality of MEC PFMs is
lower than/equal to the number of MEC PFs (𝑙 ≤ 𝑘);
several instances 𝑚 ≥ 1 of VNFMs.

4.2.2 Reference points and operational features
The following novel reference points are leveraged and extended or introduced in the 5G-CARMEN CCAM
platform architecture.
1. The Or-Or reference point is instantiated between the NFV-SOs of distinct global administrative
domains (CCAM-REQ-01/03/06). As stated in Section 3.3.1, Or-Or as a reference point between
orchestrators is already introduced and specified by ETSI GS NFV-IFA030 to interface multiple
administrative domains. However, due to the proposed two-tier orchestration layer, the operation
features of the standard Or-Or reference point must be extended, as discussed in the following of this
section.
2. The Lo-Lo reference point is instantiated between the NFV-LOs of different MEC sites (CCAM-REQ01/03/06).
3. The Mv1' reference point is instantiated between each NFV-LO and its 'parent orchestrator', i.e., the
NFV-SO (CCAM-REQ-03/04/06).
The rest of the reference points shown in the proposed CCAM platform architecture are defined as per ETSI
NFV and MEC specifications which were reviewed in Section 3.3:
•
•
•
•

Mv1 interfaces the MEAO and the NFV-LO;
Or-Vnfm interfaces the NFV-LO and the VNFMs
Or-Vi interfaces the NFV-LO and the VIM;
Vi-Vnfm interfaces the Vim and the VNFMs.
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As anticipated above, ETSI already specifies the way in which the NFV-SOs of two MNOs can communicate
by means of the Or-Or reference point, defined in [5]. In fact, based on the study output carried out in [9], the
federated operation of multiple MNOs includes the case of NSs offered by the networks of multiple MNOs.
This is addressed by using the concept of composite NS and nested NS specified in [9], and the reference point
Or-Or is provided in NFV-MANO architecture for supporting exactly this case.
The CCAM architecture defined in 5G-CARMEN extends the operation of the Or-Or reference point defined
in [5] by adapting it to its architecture. In fact, it proposes the splitting of the orchestration architecture in two
tiers, implemented by means of the top-level orchestrator (NFV-SO) and a number of local orchestrators (NFVLOs). The necessary consequence is that part of the functions that usually are carried out by the single service
orchestrator needs to be split between the two levels, that is, it is necessary that the NFV-SO delegates some
functions to the NFV-LOs. In order to make this possible, it is necessary that these two different tier levels
communicate, which is realized in the 5G-CARMEN CCAM architecture by means of a new reference point,
the Mv1’, which is a novelty with respect to the different standards in the area of ETSI NFV and ETSI MEC.
In addition, the 5G-CARMEN architecture considers the option of deploying direct interfaces between different
NFV-LOs, also belonging to different MNOs, over the reference point named Lo-Lo and shown in Figure 5.
The net result is that the messages that the ETSI GS NFV-IFA 030 [8] specifies to be transported over the
interfaces implemented on the Or-Or reference points for managing NSs deployed cross-MNO, now have to be
partially transported over the Or-Or, part over the Mv1’, and, optionally, part over the Lo-Lo, depending on the
service requirements. The details of these exchanges are illustrated in detail in Section 4.2.3.1.
In order to formally establish what has to be carried out by the NFV-SO and what is delegated to the NFV-LO
for each NS, the NFV-SO defines the so-called Management Level Agreements (MLAs) towards each
controlled NFV-LO, which is explained in detail in the following Section 4.2.2.1.

4.2.2.1 Management autonomy delegation over Mv1’
One of the system features highlighted in Section 2.2 and expressed as a requirement CCAM-REQ-04 in
Section 2.3, is the support of distributed management and orchestration capabilities by enabling two hierarchical
orchestration domains. In the context of CCAM system platform, the NFV-SO and NFV-LO define the two
orchestration domains where the NFV-SO is at a higher level than the NFV-LO with a 1: N correspondence
between NFV-SO and NFV-LOs. However, one of the issues in such an environment is the decision on the
distribution of the various MANO operations between NFV-SO and NFV-LO. The delegation of management
autonomy becomes all the more challenging, and necessary, when the NFV-SO and NFV-LO may belong to
different administrative domains, in case the NFV-LO belonging to different tenants. For cross-domain
operations, the scope of management autonomy is also negotiated between the NFV-SOs of respective domains
as will be explained subsequently.
In this context, we leverage on the concept of Management Level Agreement (MLA) that has been introduced in
[7]. The MLA is negotiated between the NFV-SO and NFV-LO that determines the operational and functional
bounds of NFV-LO with respect to executing LCM actions on active virtual service instances and respective
resources. In other words, the MLA determines the functional/operational autonomy of the NFV-LO in terms
of executing LCM actions on the relevant virtual service instances and related resources, which has been
delegated by NFV-SO(s). It is possible for an NFV-SO to negotiate different MLAs with different NFV-SO
instances that fall under its administrative control. It should be noted that as a higher-level orchestrator, the
NFV-SO has full management and administrative control of the services and resources within its administrative
domain, and the NFV-SO delegates full or partial set of its features, capabilities and services to NFV-LO via
the MLA. This enables the NFV-LO the autonomy to exercise management and orchestration functions over
respective service instances and associated resource with minimum reliance on NFV-SO. However, the NFVSO will execute those LCM actions that have not been delegated towards NFV-LO. Having full administrative
rights over the NFV-LO instance(s), the NFV-SO monitors the NFV-LO(s) for MLA compliance and provides
services, features and capabilities to them that are outside the negotiated MLA bounds. Under specific
situations, it may also override the NFV-LO(s) certain decision on actions.
In this regard, the MLA parameters between the NFV-SO and NFV-LO are being negotiated over the Mv1’
reference point, and relevant interface(s) are required to enable the negotiation and establishment of MLA rules.
Table 11 provides an example of possible (non-exhaustive) list of MLA parameters that can be negotiated
between the NFV-SO and NFV-LO(s) over the Mv1’ reference point.
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Table 11: Example of negotiation parameters as part of Management Level Agreement (MLA)

Primary
Key

Secondary
Key

MLA Parameters
start_time
end_time
resource_domain
do_auto_scale_up
do_auto_scale_down
do_auto_scale_in
do_auto_scale_out
do_migration
do_update

nfv_lo_id

ns_id

do_muting
do_auto_healing
scale_policy
migration_policy
healing_policy
muting_policy
peer_nfvlo_id_list
friend_interface_list

Description
The time the MLA contract becomes valid.
The time the MLA contract expires.
The resource domain over which the MLA contract
is valid.
Permission to perform Scale-up operation on
specified VNF(C) instances.
Permission to perform Scale-down operation on
specified VNF(C) instances.
Permission to perform Scale-in operation on
specified VNF(C) instances.
Permission to perform Scale-out operation on
specified VNF(C) instances.
Permission to perform migrate operation on
specified VNF(C) instances.
Permission to perform update operations on
specified VNF(C) instances.
Permission to perform muting operation.
Permission to perform healing operations.
The policy on basis of which to perform scale
operation, if allowed.
The policy on basis of which to perform migration
operation, if allowed.
The policy on basis of which to perform autohealing operation, if allowed.
The policy specifying when and which service
instances to mute.
Specifies the list of NFV-LO
instance identifiers with which to enable an Lo-Lo
reference point.
Specifies the list of interfaces over the Lo-Lo
reference point that can be used/consumed by the
specified peering NFV-LO instance(s).

Both the NFV-SO and NFV-LO will maintain a copy of the negotiated MLA. As proposed, Table 11 is based on
a multi-key table, where Primary key is the identifier of the NFV-LO (nfv_lo_id) while the secondary key is the
identifier of the NS instance (ns_id) that is being managed by the NFV-LO as per the permissions in the MLA.
This implies the capability of an NFV-SO to negotiate differentiated MLAs with multiple instances of NFVLOs, and that it can specify different MANO policies for different NS instances for respective NFV-LOs. For
example, an NFV-LO may be allowed to execute migration of VNFs and/or VNFCs for one type of NS but may
be disallowed the same action for another type of NS instance. It should be noted that MANO operations that
are disallowed will be executed by the NFV-SO. For example, if the migration operation is not allowed then the
NFV-SO will execute the migration operation. The MLA specifies not only the duration that the contract is
valid (start_time, end_time) but it also specifies the resource domain (resource_domain) over which the contract
is valid. The resource domain can be characterized in a variety of ways ranging from specific servers/hosts or
even entire data centers. It also specifies Boolean options indicating permissions for specific LCM actions
(do_auto_scale_up, do_auto_scale_down, do_auto_scale_in, do_auto_scale_out, do_migration, do_update, d
o_muting, do_auto_healing). For each permitted LCM operation, a corresponding LCM policy is also provided
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specifying the VNFs, resources, KPIs, thresholds etc. based on which the LCM operation is executed. It should
be noted that different LCM policies for different VNF types can be specified.
The MLA is also used to enable Lo-Lo interfaces between specific instances of NFV-LO indicated by the
parameter peer_nfvlo_id_list. The parameter friend_interface_list indicates which interfaces can be exposed
towards peer NFV-LO instances. This is particularly useful for cross-domain and cross-border operations
between CCAM platforms in other administrative/country domains. To enable the MLA at the Lo-Lo level, it
is first negotiated between the NFV-SO of the respective domains over the Or-Or reference point. The MLA
contracts in the two cross-domains is recommended to be symmetric i.e., similar, to keep the management
actions in sync for multi-site multi-domain NS instances. However, the possibility of having unsymmetrical
MLA contracts in different domains is not precluded and can also be supported.

4.2.3 Mano Operations and Process Description
This section provides details on the operational aspects of various interfaces defined over the Or-Or and LoLo reference points in order to perform service and resource orchestration tasks to enable the use cases in a
multi-site multi-domain environment as highlighted in Section 2.1.

4.2.3.1 Multi-site Multi-domain Management Interfaces & Operations
ETSI specifies the way in which the NFV-SOs of two MNOs can communicate by means of the Or-Or reference
point in ETSI GS NFV-IFA 030 [5]. In more detail, the Or-Or reference point supports the following interfaces:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NS Descriptor (NSD) Management;
NS Lifecycle Management;
NS Lifecycle Operation Granting;
NS Instance Usage Notification;
NS Performance Management;
NS Fault Management;
Policy Management.

Most of these interfaces are derived from the interface Os-Ma-Nfvo specified in [8], even if not all operations
specified in [8] are supported over the Or-Or reference point. In fact, ETSI GS NFV-IFA 030 mostly addresses
a subset of ETSI GS NFV-IFA 013 [8] operations plus some operations which are specific of the multi-MNOs
environment.
The way in which the different NFV-SOs interact over the Or-Or reference point is managed by using the two
possible different roles that a NFVO can assume [5]:
•
•

NFVO-N: an NFVO managing a nested NS, which is executed under its control;
NFVO-C: an NFVO managing a composite NS, that is an NS composed of different nested NSs, each
one executed under the control of a different NFVO-N.

Thus, over the reference point Or-Or multiple interfaces are deployed, and the different NFV-SOs take the role
of NFVO-C or NFVO-N depending on their position with respect to the NS to be executed. In more detail, for
the NS Lifecycle Operation Granting and the NS Instance Usage Notification interfaces, the orchestrator
producing the interface acts as NFVO-C and the consumer is the NFVO-N (see also [9]). Instead, for the other
operations, the producer is the NFVO-N and, consequently, the consumer is the NFVO-C.
In the extended 5G-CARMEN CCAM architecture, the role of NFVO-C and NFVO-N can be assumed by both
the NFV-SO or the NFV-LO. For instance, in some cases, the same NFVO (e.g. an NFV-SO) acts as NFVO-C
towards its controlled NFV-LO, which operates as NFVO-N over the Mv1’ reference point, and, at the same
time and for the same operation, it acts as NFVO-N towards the peer NFV-SO over the Or-Or reference point.
In this section, we detail how these exchanges are re-organized considering the new orchestration architecture
of 5G-CARMEN, and which messages are transported over the original Or-Or, which needs to involve the
Mv1’, and which ones go over the Lo-Lo. The details of these exchanges are illustrated by specifying the
relationship with originating standards (ETSI GS NFV-IFA 030 [5] and/or ETSI GS NFV-IFA 013 [8]) and the
role (composite or nested) played by each orchestrator in each exchange. For clearness and adherence to the
originating standard, we group together the messages relevant to the operations originally specified for the
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interfaces defined in [5] on the Or-Or reference point: NSD management, NS LCM management, NS lifecycle
granting, NS instance usage notification, NS performance management, NS fault management, and policy
management.
In addition, different options can be adopted for implementing different services. In fact, as explained in section
4.2.2.1, the MLA defines what operations are delegated to the NFV-LO and what operations are still in charge
of the NFV-SO. In general, we consider two possible macro-options when implementing the dialogue between
two peer MNOs. In the first one, which we will refer as option 1 in the following, most (if not all) cross-MNO
messages are exchanged through the top level orchestrators (NFV-SOs) over the Or-Or reference points,
limiting those (if any) directly exchanged over the Lo-Lo, especially in a cross-MNO setting. The Mv1’
reference point will be used to enforce decisions of NFV-SO towards the controlled NFV-LOs.
In the second option, referred to as option 2 in the following discussion, after an initial negotiation of the MLA,
the NFV-SO delegated most of operations to NFV-LOs, thus many orchestration operation messages will
involve the Lo-Lo to carry out low latency operations, using the Mv1’ mostly to notify events and decisions to
NFV-SOs, and limiting the usage of the Or-Or.
Clearly, many intermediate implementations between these two extremes are possible, which depend on interMNOs agreements as well as on service type and service requirements.
Thus, for each operation defined in the following subsections, we provide two options, the first in which the
NFV-SO is the main decision point (option 1), and the second in which most decisions are delegated to NFVLO and this is in charge to notify NFV-SO about what is going on about evolution of managed NSs (option 2).

4.2.3.3.1 NSD Management
Differently from the ETSI GS NFV IFA 013 [8], the ETSI NFV IFA 030 [5] specifies that an NFVO-C can just
query an NFVO-N about the status of an onboarded NSD. In CCAM, this operation can be executed:
•
•
•

on Mv1’ from NFV-SO to NFV-LO (same domain);
on Or-Or between two peer NFV-SOs (option 1);
on Lo-Lo between two peer NFV-LOs (option 2)

The case of single MNO is straightforward (Figure 6), since the NFV-SO acts as NFVO-C towards the NFVLO, acting as NFVO-N. Instead, the cross-MNO case is a bit more complex. In fact, if the NFV-SO has the full
control of operations (option 1), those that are cross-domain have to go through the Or-Or reference point. In
turn, the queried NFV-SO, that acts as NFVO-N towards the calling NFV-SO, acts as NFVO-C towards its local
NFV-LO. The relevant sequence diagram is shown in Figure 7.
Instead, in the option 2, most of operations are delegated to NFV-LOs. This may include also NSD management.
We recall that each NFVO, both global and local, maintains its own repository. Thus, the NFV-SO can query
the NFV-LO about onboarded NSD. If this NSD is partly onboarded also on the NFV-LO of another MNO, the
same query goes through the Lo-Lo interface. The final, global result is anyway relayed to the originating NFVSO (see Figure 8).
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Figure 6: NSD management operation over the Mv1’ reference point8.

Figure 7: NSD management operation involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).

Figure 8: NSD management operation involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).

4.2.3.3.2 NS Lifecycle Management

8

In the sequence diagrams, we adopted the same naming conventions used in the ETSI standards NFV-IFA 030 Error! Reference
source not found. and NFV-IFA 013 [8]. Message exchanges can be classified into Request/Response transactions or Notifications. In
the case of a Request, we use the term Response when the relevant answer carries a content in the payload, and the term Ack just to
confirm that the Request has been correctly received. In turn, a Request can be used to implement a number of different operations, such
as Query, Subscribe, etc. Instead, Notifications are messages that do not need explicit answers.
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The standard ETSI NFV-IFA 030 specifies the following operations that should be executed through the Or-Or
reference point:
•
•
•
•

Create/delete NS Id: used to create/delete the NS identifier before instantiation
Instantiate/terminate NS: used to deploy/terminate a NS
Scale NS
Heal NS: supports the healing of an NS instance, either by healing the complete NS instance or by
healing one or more of the VNF instances that are part of this NS
• Query NS: to request the status of an active NS
• Subscribe/terminate subscription and notification about NS: used to set up a notification system to get
info about NS evolution (not resource usage, which is the task of performance management jobs)
without recurring to continuous queries.
Most of them require complex interactions, involving not only the Mv1’, but also the Or-Or (option 1) or the
Lo-Lo (option 2). As for the specific operations, we can group together the operations requiring the same
message exchanges. In particular, the create/delete NS Id, instantiate/terminate NS, the query NS operations,
and heal NS are carried out by means of the classic request/response pattern, thus in the following figures they
are grouped together.
In more detail, these operations can be carried out by means of messages exchanged:
•
•
•

Locally on Mv1’ between NFV-LO and NFV-SO (Figure 9).
Involving the Or-Or between peer NFV-SOs for cross-border operations (option 1, Figure 10). In this
case, it needs data flowing previously via Mv1’.
Involving the Lo-Lo between peer NFV-LOs for cross border operations (option 2, Figure 11).

Figure 9: Main NS lifecycle management operations over the Mv1’ reference point.
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Figure 10: Main NS lifecycle management operations involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).

Figure 11: Main NS lifecycle management operations involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).

Some more words need to be spent on the scale NS operation. In fact, in addition to the local scaling carried out
by means of a simple request/response transaction on the Mv1’ (Figure 12) from the NFVO-N to the NFVO-C,
in the use cases supported by the 5G-CARMEN CCAM architecture we can identify three different flavours of
the scale NS operation when executed in a cross-border scenario:
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•

Cross-border federated deployment of a NS, where it is split in nested NSs deployed in multiple NFVLOs since the initial set up. This scenario requires a procedure to carry out state relay between parts of
the same service running in different MNOs
• Cross-border NS scaling, which is the typical scaling occurring during the service execution by
involving an NFV-LO operated by another MNO
• NS migration, which is similar to the classic NS scaling flavour, but in which the instance on the first
MNO is terminated after that the state migration of the service is completed.
Spanning over two MNOs, these operations require multiple message exchanges, beyond the simple
request/response pattern used in the local NS scale operation.
In option 1, these three operations are carried out by using exclusively Or-Or and Mv1’ reference points, without
benefitting of the potential low latency connections between NFV-LOs (Figure 13 for federated deployment,
Figure 15 for cross-border scaling, and Figure 17 for cross-border NS migration).
In option 2, this most of operations are carried out by means of usage of Lo-Lo and Mv1’ (Figure 14 for federated
deployment, Figure 16 for cross-border scaling, and Figure 18 for cross-border NS migration).
In Figures 19-24, in order to keep the message exchange as simple as possible, the sequence of onboarding and
instantiation operations, is indicated with a single “deploy” operation

Figure 12: NS scaling operation over the Mv1’ reference point.
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Figure 13: NS federated deployment operation involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).
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Figure 14: NS federated deployment operation involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).
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Figure 15: cross-border NS scaling operation involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).
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Figure 16: cross-border NS scaling operation involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).
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Figure 17: NS migration operation involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).
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Figure 18: NS migration operation involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).

4.2.3.3.3 NS instance usage notification
This operation is used by an NFVO-C to send a notification an NFVO-N. This notification indicates that the
NFVO-C is using (or no more using) the NS managed by the NFVO-N within a composite NS managed by the
NFVO-C itself. Clearly, it has not an equivalent operation on ETSI GS NFV IFA 013 [8], where there is just an
NFVO.
Possible operations are:
• Subscribe notification/terminate subscription
• Notification of usage of the NS, such as start/stop using an NS
• Query subscription status
In the CCAM architecture, we can have local exchange occurring just on the Mv1’ (Figure 19), or multiple
exchanges involving also the Or-Or (option 1, Figure 20) or the Lo-Lo (option 2, Figure 21).
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Figure 19: NS instance notification operation over the Mv1’ reference point.
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Figure 20: NS instance notification operation involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).
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Figure 21: NS instance notification operation involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).

4.2.3.3.4 NS performance management
The main goal of NS performance management is to define monitoring jobs through which it is possible to
provide information about resource usage status of network services and computing clusters. In the case of 5GCARMEN CCAM, this means reporting the resource usage of NS executed in Kubernetes clusters. According
to the NFV IFA 030, the producer of messages is always an NFVO-N, which actually orchestrates the clusters,
whereas the consumer is the NFVO-C. The main messages defined in the standard are:
•
•
•

Request/response of monitoring jobs. This operation can be used to create/terminate monitoring jobs
and to set/remove associated monitoring threshold
Subscribe/terminate subscription
Notification of resource usage
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• Query, that is a solicitation on monitoring jobs.
In CCAM, this function can be executed on
•
•
•

Locally on Mv1’ from NFV-LO to NFV-SO (Figure 22)
Involving the Or-Or between peer NFV-SOs for cross-border operations (option 1, Figure 23). In this
case, it needs data flowing previously via Mv1’.
Involving the Lo-Lo between peer NFV-LOs for cross border operations (option 2, Figure 24). In this
second option, in the respective figure we have omitted possible notifications from NFV-LO2 to the
relevant NFV-SO2. This because different NFV-SOs can set up different notification thresholds, as well
as for neatness of the figure, since this case is represented by the exchanges in Figure 24, which is
always valid.

Figure 22: NS performance management operation over the Mv1’ reference point.
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Figure 23: NS performance management operation involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).

Figure 24: NS performance management operation involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).
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4.2.3.3.5 NS fault management
These message exchanges are used to produce and distribute alarms between orchestrators. The standard ETSI
NFV IFA 030 [5] specifies that the producer is always an NFVO-N, and defines the following messages:
• Subscribe/terminate subscription
• Notification
• Get alarms list
• Query subscription info
• Acknowledge alarms
In CCAM, this function can be executed
•
•

Locally on Mv1’ from NFV-LO to NFV-SO (Figure 25)
Involving the Or-Or between peer NFV-SOs. In this case, it needs data flowing previously via Mv1’
(option 1, Figure 26).
• Involving the Lo-Lo between peer NFV-LOs (option 2, Figure 27). Clearly, also Mv1’ is involved in
the overall operation.
There are some messages (get alarms list, query subscription info, and cumulative acknowledge of alarms) that
operate according to the classic request/response paradigm. Thus, in the relevant figures, they are grouped
together.

Figure 25: NS fault management operation over the Mv1’ reference point.
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Figure 26: NS fault management operation involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).

Figure 27: NS fault management operation involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).

4.2.3.3.6 NS operation granting
This message exchange is defined in ETSI GS NFV IFA030 [5], but it has not a relevant message in the ETSI
NFV IFA 013 [8]. It is always issued from an NFVO-N to an NFVO-C for asking a grant to execute an NS
LCM operation, already defined in Section 2. The standard NFV IFA030 only defines just a request/response
pattern.
In CCAM, we see this operation possible in the following ways:
•

Mv1’ from NFV-LO to NFV-SO (Figure 28)
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•
•

Involving Or-Or between peer NFV-SOs. In this case, it needs data flowing previously via Mv1’ (option
1, Figure 29) to get a final answer, always via Mv1’.
Involving Lo-Lo between peer NFV-LOs (option 2, Figure 30). In this case, the message exchange over
the Mv1’ occurs at the end of the transaction. We omitted an eventual NS operation granting
request/response between NFV-LO2 and NFV-SO2 to be carried out at the beginning, before querying
the NFV-LO1. The presence of this message depends on what is defined in the relevant MLA between
the NFV-SO2 and the NFV-LO2.

Figure 28: NS operation granting over the Mv1’ reference point.

Figure 29: NS operation granting involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).

Figure 30: NS operation granting involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).

4.2.3.3.7 Policy management
These messages are defined in the ETSI NFV IFA 030 [5], and inherited by the ETSI NFV IFA 013 [8], to set
policies on a running NS instance. The NFVO-C invokes policy management operations towards NFVO-N,
which has to execute them. Possible operations:
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• Transfer/delete a policy: to enforce a policy into an NFVO
• Query: to get the information from the NFVO on one or multiple NFV-MANO policies
• Activate/deactivate a policy running in an NFVO
• Associate policy to an NS instance/disassociate a policy from an NS instance running in an NFVO.
• Subscribe/terminate subscription to get information about a change in the policy.
• Notification of policy changes.
In CCAM, we see policy management operations possible:
•
•

Locally on Mv1’ from NFV-SO to NFV-LO (Figure 31).
Involving the Or-Or between peer NFV-SOs. In this case, data have to flow afterwards also via Mv1’
in the domain of NFV-SO acting as NFVO-N (option 1, Figure 32).
• Involving the Lo-Lo between peer NFV-LOs (option 2, Figure 33). In this case, data has to flow
previously via Mv1’ in the domain of NFV-SO acting as NFVO-C, whereas the NFV-LO in the same
domain plays alternatively both roles of NFVO-N and NFVO-C.
Again, as already seen in previous sections, all these messages but notifications and relevant subscriptions
operate according to a simple request/response pattern, thus in the following figures they are grouped together.

Figure 31: Policy management operations over the Mv1’ reference point.
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Figure 32: Policy management operations involving also the Or-Or reference point (option 1).

Figure 33: Policy management operations involving also the Lo-Lo reference point (option 2).

4.2.3.3.8 Low latency LCM operations over Lo-Lo reference point
The previous section elaborated processes with respect to both scenarios when the NFV-SO is the main decision
entity (option 1), while the option 2 means delegating the decisions from NFV-SO to the corresponding NFVLO. In this section we focus rather on the case of delegation of decisions from NFV-SO to NFV-LO, as for
some 5G-CARMEN-specific use cases, latency constraints press an urgent need towards using direct
communication between NFV-LOs in respective domains. The process diagrams/description presented in this
section provide a generic overview describing the interaction between the CCAM final elements for executing
different processes.
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Do note that they follow the principle as laid out in the standards, but the details are avoided for clarity, and
they will be considered during the implementation phase.

4.2.3.3.9 Service on-boarding process
Here we provide more details on the process of service on-boarding that was previously briefly presented in
Figure 14. The service on-boarding process is depicted in Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36, illustrating the
message sequence between the relevant functional entities of the CCAM architecture within a single and multidomain scenario.

Figure 34: Application package on-boarding process - OSS and NFV-SO

Figure 34 represents high-level interaction between OSS and NFV-SO and is described as follows.
1. The OSS sends a service request with necessary parameter relevant to the requested service. The
service-related parameters may consist of a) name/type of service, b) application software version, c)
application software dependencies, d) resource requirements etc. The Service Request can also imply
a service instantiation request as well. Although not shown here, if an active instance of the requested
service already exists then the NFV-SO will return the service instance id.
2. The NFV-SO will parse/process the service request. In case it is unable to process the service request,
it will send a NACK with an Error Code. The Error Code will specify the reason why the service
request cannot be processed. Either it could be due to lack of resources, or unavailability of required
software packages required to instantiate the service. Relevant to our purpose, we assume that the
NACK has been sent as the NFVO-SO could not find the application package(s) in its (global/local)
repositories that is required to instantiate the service.
3. The OSS, after processing the error-code will send a request message to the NFV-SO, with relevant
application package(s) or a pointer to the location where the required app packages can be retrieved
by the NFVO-SO from.
4. The NFV-SO will send an Acknowledgement after the provided packages have been on-boarded and,
also implying that the service instantiation process has started.
As shown in Figure 5 there are two package repositories namely the Global Repository and Local Repository
maintained and managed by the NFV-SO and NFV-LO respectively. The application packages are on-boarded
in the Global Repository and the decision to whether on-board it to the local repository will depend on the NFV5G CARMEN (H2020-ICT-18-2018)
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SO. The reason for having package repositories at two levels is to avoid storing all application packages at the
NFV-LO level, including those which will never be instantiated. However, it is important to store relevant
application packages in the local repository for quick access and service instantiation of especially critical and/or
low latency services.
Figure 35 illustrates the process of on-boarding application packages in the local repository, maintained in a
MEC-site within NFV-SO’s own domain.

Figure 35: Application package on-boarding process - single domain scenario

After the successful on-boarding of application package(s) by the NFV-SO (see Figure 34), the NFV-SO will
select the suitable NFV-LO, representing the orchestration domain of a MEC-site. After the NFV-LO has been
selected, the following messages are exchanged:
1. The NFV-SO will send a Query Pkg message towards the selected NFV-LO over the Mv1’ reference
point. The query message will contain the necessary package info. The NFV-LO will forward this
message to the VIM, which will check to confirm if the package is already available in the local
repository.
2. The VIM will send a NACK, with relevant error code, in case the queried package is not available or
is outdated, or corrupted. The NFV-LO will forward this NACK towards the NFV-SO for further
action.
3. The NFV-SO will then push the package info to the NFV-LO. The package information will contain
either the complete package or a pointer to the location from where the NFV-LO can pull/download
the application package. The NFV-LO will then push the package information towards the VIM,
which will store it in the local repository. Note that in case the NFV-SO pushes the package pointer
then either the NFV-LO or the VIM will pull/download the package.
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4. After the successful on-boarding of the application package, the VIM will send an acknowledgement
towards the NFV-LO, which will relay it towards the NFV-SO. Both the NFV-LO and NFV-SO will
optionally update a database to record the id and location of the newly on-boarded application package.
The acknowledgement received by the NFV-SO will also implicitly cause the NFV-SO to the start the
service instantiation process for the service whose application packages just got on-boarded.
In a multi-domain (and cross border) situation, where the service needs to be instantiated in multiple MEC sites
belonging to different domains, the application package(s) needs to be on-boarded in the peer domain as well.
This is depicted in Figure 36, where the NFV-SO in domain 1 (NFV-SO 1) receiving the service request will
initiate this process. In particular, the trigger for on-boarding the same package in the other domain (NFV-SO
2) is actually a need to migrate application state from one domain to another. Prior to application state migration,
it is necessary to proactively on-board a corresponding application package. The NFV-SO 1 will on-board the
package in its global and local repository as described previously with reference to Figure 35 but in order to
ensure availability of application package in the other domain(s) it has to first identify/select the suitable NFVSO in the other domain (NFV-SO 2) and establish the federation first. Once the federation is established, the
on-boarding process will follow as described below with reference to Figure 36.
1. The NFV-SO 1 will send a query message towards NFV-SO 2 to ensure that software packages
relevant to the requested service are available in both the global and local repository of domain 2.
2. In case it is present, the NFV-SO 2 will send an acknowledgment (not shown), else it will send a
negative acknowledgement (NACK) with the appropriate error code. The error code will depict the
reason of the NACK ranging from incompatible and/or outdated package(s) to no packages in the
repository. For our example, we assume that the required package(s) are not present.
3. The NFV-SO 1 will then push the package info towards the NFV-SO 2 over the Or-Or reference point.
The package information will contain either the complete package or a pointer to the location from
where the NFV-SO 2 can pull/download the application package. The NFV-SO 2 will then process
the received application package as described with reference to Figure 34 and initiate the process of
pushing the application package towards the selected NFV-LO 2 for storage in local repository as
described with reference to Figure 35.
4. Once the NFV-SO 2 receives an ACK from the NFV-LO 2 indicating a successful package onboarding, it will inform NFV-SO 1 of the same. NFV-SO 1 and NFV-SO 2 will then exchange relevant
information about the respective NFV-LO instances that have been selected. The information
exchanged will contain information such as the identifiers, IP address, resource information, etc., of
the respective NFV-LO instances. This is used to establish the Lo-Lo reference point between the peer
NFV-LO instances in the two domains.
5. The NFV-LO 1 and NFV-LO 2 will then exchange to verify the integrity of the on-boarded packages,
and after positive verification will forward it (Pkg Verified message) to its respective NFV-SO
instance. This will also serve as a trigger for the NFV-SO to start the service instantiation process.
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Figure 36: Application package on-boarding process - multi-domain scenario

4.2.3.3.10 Service instantiation process
Given the brief overview in Figure 14, this section shows in a greater detail how is the service instantiation
process performed. With reference to Figure 34, once the OSS receives an acknowledgement that the necessary
application packages relevant to the service request have been on-boarded, and that resources are available for
instantiating the service, the OSS will then send a service instantiation request message towards the NFV-SO.
Figure 37 shows an overview of the service instantiation request initiated by the OSS towards the NFV-SO. The
Instantiate Service Request will contain parameters necessary for instantiating a particular type of service as
described with reference to Figure 34. Once the NFV-SO parse the service request based on the presented
service parameters including checking the authentication and authorization credentials the NFV-SO will start
the service instantiation process as described in the subsequent sub-sections. Once the service has been
instantiated the NFV-SO will send an ACK towards the OSS with necessary information related to the
associated service, such as service instance name/id etc.
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Figure 37: Service instantiation process - OSS & NFV-SO

The service instantiation process in a multi-domain and single-domain environment is explained with reference
to Figure 38 and Figure 39 respectively.

4.2.3.3.10.1

Multi-domain service instantiation process

We assume that NFV-SO 1 receives the service instantiation request from the OSS as shown in Figure 37. As
depicted in Figure 38, it is assumed that NFV-SO 1 selects NFV-SO 2 in domain 2 as a peer domain orchestrator
for coordinating the instantiation of multi-domain service. Both the NFV-SO will perform the following
functions:
1. Selection of NFV-LO in respective domains.
2. Establish federation between the two domains and agree on MLA parameters over the Or-Or
reference point.
3. Both the NFV-SOs will perform symmetric MLA negotiation with the selected NFV-LO
instances in respective domains over the Mv1’ reference point. A successful MLA negotiation
is assumed.
4. The application packages on-boarding process will initiate, as described in previous section, to
on-board packages relevant to the requested service. This process will take place in case the
requisite application packages are either not available or are outdated/incompatible.
5. The NFV-SO 1 will send a service instantiation request towards the selected NFV-LO 1 over
the Mv1’ reference point. Note that the instantiation request may contain additional parameters
required for bootstrapping the requested service. The NFV-LO 1 will also forward the service
instantiation request received from NFV-SO 1 towards NFV-LO 2 over the Lo-Lo reference
point, which has been enabled between the NFV-LOs of the two domains as part of the
federation process.
6. The NFV-LOs shall initiate the process of service deployment and instantiation in their
respective domains. The details about the service deployment and instantiation are described in
the next section with reference to Figure 39.
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Figure 38: Overview of Service Instantiation process in a multi-domain scenario

4.2.3.3.10.2

Single-domain service instantiation process

With reference to previous Figure 38, the service deployment and instantiation is shown to be triggered by the
NFV-LO in both domains. However, within the MEC site/host the service instantiation process involves
complex interactions between several functional elements. The details of such interactions are shown in Figure
39 with reference to a single domain as this process is the same in all domains. The process is thus explained
below with reference to Figure 39.
1. Upon reception of service instantiation request, NFV-LO forwards it to MEAO which is in charge of:
1) checking application configuration data, 2) authorizing service request, and 3) selecting application
host and preparing VNF descriptor.
2. Once MEAO prepares a VNF descriptor for the requesting application instance, it sends it to NFV-LO
for further operation, altogether with the host-Id, which will be used for service instantiation.
3. Based on the VNF descriptor received from MEAO, NFV-LO prepares NS descriptor, and together
with VNF package, sends it to Platform Manager (PFM).
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4. The PFM upon receiving the VNF package and NS descriptor will generate resource allocation request,
with the information about required image, and sends it directly to VIM. Then, VIM allocates required
resources and runs machines (i.e., VMs/containers) specified in the request.
5. VIM notifies the PFM of successful resource allocation and provides it with the identifiers (App Id) of
the virtualized containers (VMs/containers) that are ready to host application.
6. The PFM will initiate the application configuration on the virtualized containers on top of the MEC
host. After successful configuration, the application instantiation is complete, and the PFM informs
MEAO and NFV-LO about that.
7. Upon reception of notification of successful instantiation, MEAO saves the information about this
particular application. Accordingly, NFV-LO updates network service status, as they are used to fulfil
request of the applications, and to instantiate them.

Figure 39: Service instantiation process in a single domain
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4.2.3.3.11 Application state migration/relocation
Application state migration is an LCM operation that is performed on active service instances at run-time, and
it is already introduced in Figure 18. There are use cases where service instances are required to be migrated
from one domain (Figure 41) to another domain (Figure 42) across the border. However, in case of e.g. BSAF,
and CLM use cases, application state migration seams more suitable, as an application instance directly involves
multiple users, i.e. it is not feasible to perform the migration of the whole service instance. Figure 40 provides
an overview of the process of application state migration of an active application instance from domain 1 to
domain 2. It is assumed that the MLA allows the NFV-LO in both domains to execute the state migration
directly. Furthermore, Figure 41 and Figure 42 show more details on application state migration in domains 1
and 2, respectively.
1. In Figure 40, the MEAO 1 shall trigger the state migration request, based on migration policy
provided in MLA, towards the NFV-LO 1. The request will also carry the application instance
id for which the state migration is requested for.
2. The NFV-LO 1 shall acknowledge to the MEAO 1 and will also send a state migration request
towards the NFV-LO 2 over the Lo-Lo reference point. The request will contain information
about the application such as type, resource requirements, policies etc.
3. In parallel, Figure 41 further shows how MEAO 1 forwards the state migration request to PFM,
in order to find a corresponding state in a timely manner. As soon as VIM receives a request
from PFM to find a state of the requested application instance, it copies the state and sends it
back to MEAO.
4. Figure 40 shows that the NFV-LO 2 will start to prepare resources based on the application
requirements. The resource preparation will include processes such as infrastructure resource
reservation and application instance instantiation as described previously. The NFV-LO 2 will
then inform the NFV-LO 1 about the allocated resources, the application instance id, and will
also notify the NFV-SO 2 of the state migration request along with the id of the newly
instantiated application instance to which states will be migrated from domain 1.
5. Based on the input with the application state received from MEAO 1 in Figure 41, the NFVLO 1 will start the application state transfer towards NFV-LO 2, which will be used to update
the application instance that has been instantiated.
6. In particular, Figure 42 shows how NFV-LO 2 forwards the received state to MEAO, PFM, and
finally VIM, which adds the state to the already instantiated service. With the state added,
application is still not running until the same instance is terminated in domain 1.
7. Once state migration is complete, the NFV-LO 2 will notify the NFV-LO 1 and NFV-SO 2 of
successful migration. The NFV-LO 1 will also notify the NFV-SO 1 of successful state
migration along with the application instance information in domain 2 that the state was
migrated to (Figure 40).
8. As Figure 40 shows, The NFV-SO 1 will send the termination request towards NFV-LO 1 to
terminate the application instance that has been migrated. The termination process is in more
detail shown in Figure 41. The NFV-LO 1, after terminating the application instance will notify
the NFV-SO 1 and will also send a message towards NFV-LO 2 to activate the new application
instance with the migrated states (Figure 40). As Figure 42 illustrates, the application instance
in domain 2 will become active and will resume service based on migrated states. It should be
noted that in case the MLA allows, the NFV-LO 1 can terminate the application instance in its
own domain without specific permission from the NFV-SO 1.
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Figure 40: Application state migration process overview
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Figure 41: Application state migration process in the domain 1
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Figure 42: Application state migration process in the domain 2

4.3 Implementation Strategy and Roadmap
This section provides a brief insight into the project’s current directions and plans for the software design and
deployment of the CCAM platform components. Figure 43 depicts the ETSI MEC architecture and assigns a
group of functional elements to a key building block. The (edge) orchestration layers comprise the MEC
application orchestrator as well as the NFV-LO per the CCAM platform architecture (Figure 5). Since the ETSI
MEC architecture considers only a single NFVO building block, the mapping below depicts the split between
the NFV-SO and the NFV-LO per the CCAM platform architecture by partially covering the figure’s NFVO.
The depicted orchestration layers are in charge of API abstractions towards upper orchestration layers (NFVSO), monitoring service runtime policy management as well as the LCM logic. The Edge Controller building
block comprises functions associated with MEC Platform Management as well as with VNF Management. The
project extends the Edge Controller with features to interface with the 5G Control Plane for policy alignment
and management, with connectivity management to apply policy rules and changes to the N69 reference point
per the 3GPP 5G system architecture for data plane traffic treatment, and functions for the enforcement of LCM

9

N6: Interface between the Data Network (DN) and the UPF
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decisions from upper building blocks. The MEC host comprises a Network Function Virtualization
Infrastructure (NFVI) and the functions of the MEC platform tailored to container virtualization. The project
extends the MEC host with Container Networking Interface (CNI) features for connectivity management and
alignment with data plane traffic treatment policies in the 3GPP N6 reference point. The MEC Applications as
well as Value Adding Services, such as the Radio Network Information Service (RNIS), Location Service (LS)
or other VASs on top of the MEC Platform.

Figure 43: Mapping of the ETSI MEC architecture to the current CCAM Platform
High-Level Software Components

The northbound abstraction from the NFV-LO towards the NFV-SO per the CCAM platform architecture is
implemented by Mv1’ stubs, which are integrated with the software components associated with the two
orchestration layers.
The Mv1’ interface manages all the communications between the SO and the LO. Messages can travel in both
directions depending on the type and the initiator of the communication can be respectively the NFV-SO or the
NFV-LO.
The main messages going from NFV-SO to NFV-LO are:
• Onboarding and deployment of NSs
• Subscription to event notifications about NS status
• Subscription to monitoring reports about MEC resources
• Authorization granting for service migration
• NS LCM commands (e.g., start, stop, restart, etc.)
The main messages going from the NFV-LO to the NFV-SO are:
• Notifications about NS status
• MEC resource monitoring reports
• Requests for network service migration granting
Since the communication is bi-directional and NFV-SO and NFV-LO are in turn the initiator and the receiver
of the communication, the Mv1’ interface is designed as a software component acting both as a client and as a
server. More specifically, messages going from NFV-SO to NFV-LO are implemented in the client part while
messages going from NFV-LO to NFV-SO are implemented in the server part.
To support various LO implementations, the client part of the Mv1’ is designed using a software pattern to make
it easily extensible. The software structure is depicted in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: UML class diagram with just one example method of the interface
Figure 44 shows a simplified version of the UML class diagram with just one method, which is enough to
explain how the software works. When a caller wants to send the message “start service” to the LO identified
by lo_id, it requests the right client to the client-manager. The client-manager takes care of determining the
correct client to be used and returns an instance of the relevant class to the caller. The client-manager and the
Client hierarchy realize the factory method design pattern. The pattern is very effective for this use-case as it
separates the creation of client instances from the caller requesting the operation. The client-manager module
implements the factory method. The Client interface realizes a contract for the client implementation.
The server part of the Mv1’ interface is designed as a REST API with endpoints to receive Network Service
status notifications, resource monitoring reports, and permission granting requests. The reference standard for
the Mv1’ interface is ETSI NFV-IFA 013 [8] and ETSI NFV-SOL 005 [11], as they already define many of the
required operations, resource elements, and workflows for Life Cycle Management, subscriptions and
notifications. Not all the operations specified by the standards are needed to be implemented. However, some
extensions will be needed to support the resource monitoring reports and the authorization granting.
Regarding the implementation plan for the functional components of a MEC site shown in Figure 45, the
NFV-LO block, the MEAO block, and the MEC PFM (denoted as Edge Platform Manager in the figure) are
based on Kubernetes (see Section 3.2.2), hence interaction among different modules will be via Kubernetes
APIs with extensions as required. In particular,
•

The NFV-LO and MEAO will be combined and provided by a single software block, e.g. for
performance monitoring and application LCM logic. The software development will involve FBK and
IMEC.
• The Edge Controller developed by NEC will implement the MEC PFM functionalities and additional
functions and interfaces, e.g. to the 5G control plane and the data plane for connectivity management,
as well as for the application instantiation and LCM policy enforcement.
A single depicted reference point Or-Vnfm will allow the functions associated with the Edge Controller to
communicate with the functions associated with the combined MEAO/NFV-LO (the federation reference
points are not depicted). This includes, for example interfaces between the MEC Platform Manager and the
MEAO as well as between the VNFM and the NFV-LO.
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Figure 45: Lab setup overview of NFV-LO, MEAO and Edge Controller
The grouping of functional elements into orchestration-, edge control- and MEC host related blocks allows clear
separation of specification and development decisions. Furthermore, it supports very flexible deployment
options for integration and testing, as well as for final operation with operators’ production sites. Figure 46
depicts a deployment where the MEC Host with MEC Application Services, the Edge Controller related
components, and the (Edge) Orchestration related components run in separate virtual machines. The figure
below shows one particular deployment option where the MEAO/NFV-LO have been instantiated as a
Kubernetes POD within an isolated Kubernetes cluster, which further supports initial development and testing
per the project’s Task 4.4. Details on process flow for managing application package and application instance
in a single domain is described in Annex A.
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Figure 46: Exemplary deployment of the CCAM platform software at the edge network in virtual machines
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5 Security Considerations and Design
5.1 Security mechanisms assessment
This section describes the security, privacy and data-protection mechanisms that will be used in the context of
5G-CARMEN. Security threat assessment is a necessary enabler towards building an effective security
architecture in 5G networks. There are a number of documents from different standardization bodies addressing
the issues of threat and risk assessment and mitigation in computer or telecommunication networks.
The seamless CCAM services and applications across different countries require the development of additional
mechanisms to ensure the security, privacy and protection of data during the vehicles’ transition. 5G-CARMEN
offers a federated platform for CCAM services and applications which supports the necessary security, privacy
and data protection mechanism that comply with the GDPR regulation.
Within 5G-CARMEN the methodology that will be adopted for conducting the threat assessment is in line with
the methodology introduced in the ISO/IEC 27005 standard10. As illustrated in Figure 47, according to this
methodology, the risk assessment process has three main parts, namely risk identification, risk analysis and risk
evaluation. This means that one has first to identify valuable assets, then consider the threats that could
compromise those assets and finally perform a risk assessment to estimate the damage that the realization of
any threat could pose to these assets. Threats play a key role in defining the risk assessment especially when
considering the components of risks. ISO/IEC 27005 defines that risks emerge when: “threats abuse
vulnerabilities of assets to generate harm for the organization”.

Figure 47: Information risk security process (source ISO/IEC 27005)

5.1.1 Security mechanisms
5G-CARMEN security mechanisms will enable the confidentially, integrity, availability, authentication, nonrepudiation and authorization of the CCAM services and applications. The security mechanisms of 5G-

10

ISO/IEC 27005:2011[Online] http://www.iso27001security.com/html/27005.html
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CARMEN are divided into two categories, i.e. a) access control mechanisms and b) threat identification and
mitigation mechanisms.

5.1.1.1 Identity Access control mechanisms
To ensure the proper identity management between the different components, 5G-CARMEN will make use of
X.509 certificates stored in secure elements (SE). SEs provide a secure and trusted storage environment for
security critical information such as certificates and key generation algorithms.
The main usage of SEs in 5G-CARMEN is to authenticate services and devices without human supervision.
The authentication process used in 5G-CARMEN makes use of TLS 1.3 with an additional authorization layer
which makes use of SEs installed on the components of the platform. The authorization layer enables
components to use service continuity features and can enable such features to different domains. The access
control is based on tokens. Tokens are generated for each authentication session based on the X.509 certificates
stored on the Identity Management Module (IMM), the SEs embedded on the edge devices and the 5GCARMEN services. In 5G-CARMEN the X.509 certificates will be generated from one partner and distributed
to the rest of the consortium. This will enable the deployment of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for 5GCARMEN where one of the partners acts as the Certificate Authority. Each token is uniquely derived using
cryptographic functions and information embedded inside the SEs. The expiration time of the token will be
configurable based on the requirements of each use case of 5G-CARMEN.

Figure 48: High-Level description of the access control mechanism
The access control mechanisms are developed in the form of containers, to be deployed from the orchestration
platform with the help of Kubernetes. The main components of the access control mechanism are the following:
1. Identity Management Module server: the server component of the IMM. It handles the token generation,
authentication of tokens and compliance of data with the GDPR.
a. GDPR compliance module: will ensure the compliance of the processed information with the
GDPR.
b. Authentication mechanism: is responsible for the authentication process of edge components
of 5G-CARMEN that use IMM client component.
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c. Token Generator: it generates JSON web tokens for authentication of 5G-CARMEN client
components.
2. Service authentication verifier is the process that can used by 5G-CARMEN services to verify the
identity of 5G-CARMEN client components.
3. Software agent: is the software element of a 5G-CARMEN edge component that initiates the
authentication request, handles service requests, and communicates with the SE driver.
4. SE driver: is the software element that can access cryptographic functions supported by a hardwarebased or software-based SE.
The communication between the server and client components of the IMM is based on REST and are made only
through secure protocols, such as HTTPS. The IMM components use the following data during the
transmissions: The server responds to clients that send POST quests with the following fields:
1. publicKey: The public key of the client's certificate;
2. deviceID: A unique deviceID. It is calculated once the client application is installed and the edge device
is registered on the IMM;
3. signature: A random token to be signed with the client's private key that is stored in the client’s SE.
The random token is generated on the server;
4. hash: A random token to be hashed with the deviceID. The random token is generated on the server;
5. requestID: A json web token that is generated on the server following the previous message. After a
successful POST request, the server generates the jsonwebtoken and sends it to the client. The next
POST request should include that json web token for server-side validation. Otherwise the
authentication reverts to the first step.
The authentication process is made through a series of challenges. The authentication process is shown in Figure
49.
1. Client sends the public key to the server; [1st POST Request]
2. The server compares the public key with the ones stored on the database;
3. If successful, the server generates a random signature token and a random hash token. The server sends
both tokens to the client along with a requestID; [1st Response]
4. The client signs the random token with the its private key. The client hashes the random hash number
with its unique deviceID (acquired by the system). The client sends the results to the server with the
requestID; [2nd POST Request]
5. The server verifies the tokens. If successful, the server returns an authentication json web signature11
token and a request ID to the client. That authentication token acts as the key of the client for verification
to the network/services. [Final Response]

11

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7515
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Figure 49: Identity module authentication process

5.1.1.2 Threat identification and mitigation
The threat identification process is used to analyse the security posture of the 5G-CARMEN. The threat
identification process is based on system analysis and representation using a domain-specific language for 5GCARMEN. The domain-specific language is used to express systems in a way that facilitates reasoning about
their security posture. A security engineer will be able to define assets of the system that protect, identify threats
and vulnerabilities, get security insights on how to improve security and privacy, in a software aided analysis.
The aims of the software aided security analysis are to 1) augment the expertise of a security analyst; 2) detect
network and system threats in complex distributed environments; 3) remotely and automatically identifying
hardware, software and even policy-related vulnerabilities; 4) provision of tailored reports (DiscØvery’s cyberinsights), which are suggestions based on the unique characteristics of a system; 5) holistic visualization of the
complete threat landscape, including the people, the systems, the networks and the associated policies.
Using the properties of the domain-specific language’s metamodel, a number of automated processes can be
performed through software tooling. Attributes in the metamodels' concepts that take enumerated values can be
used for providing security insights to the security engineer in an automated manner. Those insights can provide
the security engineer with additional information about the security posture of the system by highlighting
possible security issues of the system's configuration. The provided insights are independent of the security
mechanisms or threats the security engineer has included in the model. For example, a system could have a
connection that supports the TELNET protocol, which lacks encryption during data transmission. An insight
could be to “use a secure transmission channel for wireless protocols that lack encryption”. The same insight
would have been provided even if the security engineer had already added an encryption mechanism to the
system. The reasoning behind this approach is that during the analysis stage, the security engineer should have
as much information as possible to make informed decisions. The security insights are provided based on a
high-level view of the security posture of the system and are independent of the system's implementation
mechanisms. The effectiveness of the mechanisms is dependent on current best practices. For example, the DES
encryption algorithm was considered a robust encryption algorithm during the first years of its implementation.
Nowadays, it is regarded as an obsolete algorithm, and its use should be avoided. While assumptions on specific
insights on which mechanisms are the best on the current model can be made, that does not necessarily mean
that those mechanisms would be the best choice for the life cycle of the system. For the proposal of the
mechanisms, the decision is up to the engineer.
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The overall security analysis in 5G-CARMEN will be supported with the DiscØvery tool12; a graphical security
analysis tools for 5G and IoT systems that was extended for this purpose. DiscØvery is an open source software
hosted on GitHub under the MIT license, and can be used to facilitate the security analysis of 5G systems. It is
based on the Electron13 JavaScript framework and Cytoscape.js14 library for front-end visualization of the
models. As shown in Figure 50, the components of the 5G system are represented as graph nodes while their
relationships are represented as edges. More information about the DiscØvery tool can be found in the Appendix
B.

Figure 50: User Interface of DiscØvery

5.1.1.3 Preliminary Threat Assessment of 5G-CARMEN
To demonstrate the use of the DiscØvery for the threat assessment in the 5G-CARMEN, we model a crossborder scenario. The threat assessment process that is demonstrated here, will be followed in the forthcoming
deliverables (D4.2, D4.3) to provide the final threat assessment of 5G-CARMEN.
The cross-border scenario is composed of two MECs, one MEC in each border, and 3 vehicles. At the instance
of the model, each vehicle is connected to the MEC closet to it. The two MEC and the 3 vehicles host a software
application that process real-time data. The real-time data can be used in the 5G-CARMEN use cases, such as
the cooperative line merging of the back-situation awareness. The initial model of the system is presented in
Figure 51.
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Figure 51: Model of a cross-border scenario

The attributes of the cross-border scenario can be used to infer suggestions to improve the security of the
components of the system or detect threats that may impact it. Additional models of the cross-border scenario
are located in the Appendix (Figure, Figure ). In the presented model, shows only the basic components of the
system, without any additional components that can be used to improve the process of threat assessment, such
as mitigation mechanism, vulnerabilities, or policies. Even in that case, that architecture of the system can reveal
security issues. For example, the nature of MEC deployment means that the resources of a MEC can be accessed
by malicious actors in close proximity to the MEC server. A similar proximity-based security threat exists in
vehicles as well. DiscØvery is able to detect such security threats based on the information encoded in the
model. The results can be presented in the form of high-level security suggestions to the security analysist.
Furthermore, the policy of update cycles of software applications can lead to vulnerabilities. Software
applications that are not regularly or automatically updated can remain in software versions that contain
vulnerabilities. Malicious attackers can leverage such information and target outdated components of the
system. As a result, DiscØvery can detect that the present model doesn’t contain such polices and suggest to the
security analyst to incorporate and update policy. An additional security issue that is inferred from the model is
the network protocols that are used between the components. Unencrypted protocols, such as HTTP, which do
not use TLS or other encryption layers can result in information disclosure attacks. The tool can detect which
network connection nodes do not use unencrypted protocols and suggest upgrading them to their encrypted
variants. The result of such an analysis is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Results on proximity-based and network-based threats

5.1.2 Vehicle Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity is becoming more and more important, whenever there are systems where communication is a
key aspect. Security is important in all components of the 5G-CARMEN eco-system. This includes security in
both for the architecture of the 5G network as well as the security within the vehicles that are the end users of
the overall system. Since 5G-CARMEN demonstrates use cases which interfere with the vehicle driving
functions (e.g. lane change manoeuvres), security is tightly related to safety as well. Any hardware components
and software functions within cars that are associated with the control of the vehicle must undergo the strict
development processes defined in the relevant automotive standards (see below).
In the following, a short overview of the most important standards is given:
ISO 26262: 2018 Road Vehicles - Functional Safety
The ISO 26262 standard covers many aspects of functional safety for passenger cars with a maximum total
weight of 3.5 tones. The update of this standard in 2018 includes many upgrades and removes the weight
restriction. This allows the ISO standard to be extended to other road vehicles such as heavier cars, trucks, buses
and motorcycles. This second edition includes, in particular, guidelines on the application of ISO 26262 to
semiconductors.
The ISO 26262 standard does not contain details on the development of automated vehicles. This missing
functionality is now covered by the latest standard following ISO 26262:2018, ISO/PAS 21448, commonly
referred to as SOTIF (Safety Of The Intended Functionality). Functional safety and SOTIF apply to all parts of
the automotive supply chain.
This missing functionality is now partially covered by the latest standard following ISO 26262:2018, ISO/PAS
21448, commonly referred to as SOTIF (Safety of the Intended Functionality). Inside SOTIF all possible
scenarios are analysed and, similarly to functional safety, if there are scenarios with non-manageable risks,
countermeasures must be considered.
SOTIS is now applicable to single ADAS functions, for example lane keeping (control the steering wheel in
order to stay inside the lane), but cannot be applicable to fully autonomous driving, since it is impossible to
consider all possible scenarios that a vehicle can find in real traffic. The ISO SOTIS is now revised to be
extended in a way to cover also fully autonomous driving functions.
Functional safety and SOTIF apply to all parts of the automotive supply chain.
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Security is also considered in different security standards, the most important available today is SAE J3061,
Cybersecurity Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle Systems [47]. It is a recommended practice both provides
and describes a cybersecurity process framework from which an organization can develop an internal
cybersecurity process to design and build cybersecurity into vehicle systems. The process framework and
description cover the entire product lifecycle, including postproduction aspects with respect to service, incident
monitoring, incident response, etc.
J3061 was developed to contain the essential building block elements with the intent that it would be further
developed and refined into a standard with additional international participation. This revision will add the
intended additional requirements, test methods, etc. need to move J3061 to a full Standards. This standard is
intended to be applied to the development of vehicle systems that could be adversely impacted by cybersecurity
attacks. It includes requirements for post-production, including service, decommissioning, incident monitoring
and incident response. Finally, it includes classification of a cybersecurity “integrity level” to facilitate
communication among developers (e.g., manufacturers, suppliers, organizations outside the vehicle boundary)
by providing a common language for classifying and understanding cybersecurity risk. The classification also
provides a common understanding of the level of rigor needed to ameliorate cybersecurity risk. The process
described by the standard will be designed to facilitate coordination with an organization’s safety process but
will not require coordination with an existing safety process and can be a stand-alone process. The standard is
goal-based rather than prescriptive, to allow each organization to tailor the implementation of the standard to
their existing product development processes, activities, and solutions, e.g., countermeasures.
Based (also) on this standard, both SAE and ISO have joined effort to develop a common standard for vehicle
cybersecurity, the ISO 21434. N. 82 companies are working together on this standard. The release is planned
for 2020.
As for ISO26262 for safety, the ISO 21434 classify the required level of cybersecurity needed in different levels
(CAL, Cybersecurity Assurance Level). The approach is risk based, covering all vehicle lifecycle, from the
concept to the end-of-life.
UNECE, the World Forum for Vehicle Regulations (WP29) is working to define a regulation for vehicle
cybersecurity and Over-The-Air SW update.
ISO/PAS 21448:2019 Road vehicles -- Safety of the intended functionality
The ISO 26262 standard lacks details on the development of autonomous vehicles. The new SOTIF (Safety of
the Intended Functionality) standard now deals with these details. This standard describes:
• Progressive concepts for an autonomous architecture,
• How SOTIF risks that differ from those of ISO 26262 are assessed,
• How scenarios and triggering events are identified and evaluated,
• How SOTIF-related risks can be reduced, verified and validated; and
• The criteria required for the release of an autonomous vehicle.
Currently, automotive standards do not include completed and public security standards. There is work under
progress for a specific security standard, ISO/SAE 21434. More information on this standard can be found in
Section 5.1.3.1.

5.1.2.1 Standards for Vehicle Cybersecurity
Vehicle cybersecurity is defined by the ISO/SAE 21434 Road Vehicles - Cybersecurity Engineering
standard. The following standard is currently under development, it targets all new vehicles that enter the market
after the completion of the standard, which is planned for 2020/2021. The standard ISO/SAE21434 is currently
ongoing standardization activity with regard to cybersecurity in road vehicles. Since ISO26262 does not cover
cybersecurity, this standard will add these features in the future. Similar to ISO26262, ISO/SAE21434 will
mostly focus on process related aspects and risk management, however with focus on cybersecurity. The
standard will cover engineering, production, operation, maintenance and decommissioning of road vehicles and
will provide a framework for the cybersecurity process. It defines a common language for communicating and
managing cybersecurity risk. The standard is applicable to road vehicles (E/E) systems, their interfaces and their
communications. It does not prescribe specific technology or solutions.
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Standardization is currently ongoing within the group ISO/TC 022/SC 32/WG11 “Cybersecurity”. There are
around 90 contributing companies from the automotive domain including OEMs, Tier1s, Tier2s, regulators and
R&D centres. The standard ISO/SAE21434 is under development at the time of this writing.

5.1.2.2 List of threats to vehicle cybersecurity
The following list is showing is a list of threats impacting vehicles in 5G-CARMEN:
Threats regarding back-end servers:
• Back-end servers used as a means to attack a vehicle or extract data;
• Services from back-end server being disrupted, affecting the operation of a vehicle;
• Data held on back-end servers being lost or compromised ("data breach").
Threats to vehicles regarding their communication channels:
• Spoofing of messages or data received by the vehicle;
• Communication channels used to conduct unauthorized manipulation, deletion or other amendments to
vehicle held code/data;
• Communication channels permit untrusted/unreliable messages to be accepted or are vulnerable to
session hijacking/replay attacks;
• Information disclosed. For example, through eavesdropping on communications or through allowing
unauthorized access to sensitive files or folders;
• Denial of service attacks via communication channels to disrupt vehicle functions;
• An unprivileged user is able to gain privileged access to vehicle systems;
• Viruses embedded in communication media are able to infect vehicle systems;
• Messages received by the vehicle (for example V2V, I2V or diagnostic messages), or
transmitted within it, contain malicious content.
Threats to vehicles regarding their update procedures:
• Misuse or compromise of update procedures;
• Deny of legitimate updates.
Threats to vehicles regarding unintended human actions:
• Misconfiguration of equipment or systems by legitimate actor, e.g. owner or maintenance community;
• Legitimate actors are able to take actions that would unwittingly facilitate a cyber-attack.
Threats to vehicles regarding their external connectivity and connections:
• Manipulation of the connectivity of vehicle functions enables a cyber-attack, this can include telematics;
systems that permit remote operations; and systems using short range wireless communications;
• Hosted 3rd third party software, e.g. entertainment applications, used as a means to attack vehicle
systems;
• Devices connected to external interfaces e.g. USB ports, OBD port, used as a means to attack vehicle
systems.

5.1.2.3 Proposed architecture for vehicle cybersecurity
A vehicle has typically several interfaces towards external devices, like in the following figure:
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Figure 53: All the vehicle peripherals can be affected by cybersecurity attacks

The most appropriate architecture to minimise risk is the separation between the “in-vehicle” systems (in the
box above) and the external world. This can be achieved through a “gateway” performing, at least, the following
functions:
• Access control and read/write procedures established for vehicle files and data
• Encryption for communications containing sensitive data
• System monitoring Limit and monitor message content and protocols
• Message authentication for all messages received
• Message integrity and authentication checking
• Consistency checks using other vehicle sensors (e.g. temperature, radar…)
• Use of techniques for integrity checking, such as hashing, secure protocols and packet filtering
• Use of techniques for protecting against replay attacks, such as timestamping or use of a freshness
value
• Session management policies to avoid session hijacking
• Harden operating system
• Active memory protection
• Firmware integrity and authenticity protection
Vehicle ECUs can be divided in 3 main security profiles, based on attacks’ exposure and critical
functionalities. The security profiles are, Low, Medium and High.
Low security profile involves all ECUs inside a vehicle, while Medium security profile addresses to all ECUs
that have an internet connection. Thus, High security profile interests ECUs that has more than one critical
functionality.
In Low security profile, ECUs implement security features in order to guarantee control unit integrity and data
protection. These features are:
•
•
•
•

Secure Boot, in order to guarantee software integrity
Secure Update, to update in a secure and authenticated way the software
Secure Log, in order to avoid data tampering
Access Control, to avoid misuse from unauthorized sources
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Medium security profile includes all Low Security profile functionalities and additional mechanisms to
protect ECU from external communication. These features are:
•
•
•

Secure communication, in order to guarantee data integrity, data authentication, data confidentiality
and sources authentication
Isolation, in order to avoid privilege escalation. Isolation should be applied to user-space, memory,
filesystem, system processes.
Firewalling, to drop all not permitted connections

High security profile includes all functionalities of Medium security profile. In addition, virtualization is used
to guarantee resources availability.
All security functionalities should be based on a root of trust. In vehicle, usually, a secure element is used.
Secure element is used to store certificates, perform crypto-algorithm and guarantee data protection, thanks to
its hardware properties.
Most of ECU security features (Secure boot, Secure update, Secure Connection…) are based on digital
signatures to verify and guarantee the source of the data. The digital signatures are usually obtained using
certificates that are emitted by a Public Key Infrastructure. Α high security profile is required for the Gateway.
The proposed generic vehicle architecture for 5G Carmen is then the shown in Figure 54. With the Gateway
that will implement all security mechanism listed before, for high profile ECU.
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Figure 54: proposed generic vehicle gateway architecture for 5G Carmen

5.1.3 Privacy and GDPR
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) defines the way in which the privacy rights of every EU citizen
must be protected and the ways in which a person’s “Personal Data” can and can’t be used. Some definitions
drawn from the Article 4 of the GDPR [52] are referring to terms such as data controllers, data processors,
processing, pseudonymization etc.
The GDPR states the need for a Privacy Policy to obtain consent from the data subjects to
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the processing of their personal data “the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal
data for one or more specific purposes [53]” (GDPR Art.6).
Moreover, according to Article 7 of GDPR, a lawful basis for personal data processing exists when the data
subject has given clear consent to process his/her personal data for a specific purpose. In 5G- CARMEN all the
appropriate measures will be implemented in order to ensure that all data subject’s rights (defined in the GDPR’s
chapter III “Rights of the data subject”) are being addressed properly. Moreover, the identified data controllers
and data processors should follow the requirements in the chapter IV “Controller and Processor” of the GDPR.
The 5GCroCo project15 will trial 5G technologies in the cross-border corridor along France, Germany and
Luxembourg. In the 5G CROCO’s D5.1 “Description of 5GCroCo Business Potentials” [51], the data V2X
ecosystem and the various stakeholders that consist it (automotive industry players- vehicle manufacturers, tier
1/OEM providers, telecom operators, industrial and telecommunications equipment vendors, mobile network
operators, road/city/highway infrastructure operators etc.) are being described in detail. Within this data-shaped
ecosystem, vehicle and passenger-data are collected, analysed, and shared with all the related stakeholders
through multiple channels.
Of course, any personal data that leaves the vehicle and is being stored by the road or telecom operator should
preserve the highest level of privacy as defined by the GDPR. Personal data does not necessarily mean only
passenger names, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, or the vehicle’s number etc. Personal data refers also to
other aspects such as geographical location data, mileage, vehicles technical specifications etc.
The 5G-MOBIX project16 is similarly to the 5G CROCO and 5G CARMEN a 5G corridor project that will
develop and test automated vehicle functionalities using appropriate core technological innovations along the
various cross-border corridors and urban trial sites, under conditions of vehicular traffic, network coverage,
service demand, while considering the inherently distinct legal, business and social local aspects. In the 5GMOBIX D1.4 “Initial Data Management Plan” a methodology is being described for assessing the huge amount
of data collected through the selected CCAM use cases along multiple corridors and trial sites. The approach
proposed to handle the GDPR in the 5G-MOBIX project consists of identifying all the concerned parties and
identify the actions they need to take in order to comply with the regulation.
This approach will enforce that personal data collected in 5G-MOBIX shall be according to EU GDPR- Article
517 “Principles relating to processing of personal data”.
The data produced during 5G-MOBIX will be stored per trial site in servers for the whole project and security
principles will be implemented for protection. Some of these principles refer to authentication, authorization,
accounting, confidentiality, communication security, data integrity, availability etc. Of course, repositories will
be used to store the real time data coming by different actors and their respective sub-systems (as well as the
operational logs of the infrastructure being used).
The 5GCAR18 project ran from June 2017 till July 2019 and worked on the technology components designed
for the V2X radio interface. The Data Minimization principle was taken into consideration: for instance, an
accurate position is not needed for a weather forecast application or map distribution application.
According to 5G CAR respective deliverables [54][55] data shall not be stored unless required to provide a
service and shall not be shared with other entities unless explicit consent by the data’s subject. These documents
referred to the necessity to clarify the GDPR applicability to V2X as currently the draft delegated act does not
address how related devices protocols etc. may comply with GDPR and moreover regulation should allow a
minimum set information to be always sent by devices installed in vehicles or other road user equipment.
Nonetheless some other V2X services may require explicit consent from the vehicle’s owner or driver on what
information is shared, with which stakeholder, and for what purpose and GDPR compliance should be strictly
applied to data related to V2X mission-critical services.
Thus, the 5GCAR project is recommending that V2X be always enabled for sending a minimum set of safetycritical data.
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Similarly, to what the aforementioned 5G projects just presented, also 5G-CARMEN involves the processing
personal data (i.e., data of the drivers of the vehicles). Below, we discuss the currently available options for the
processing of personal data in 5G-CARMEN, along with their implications on the GDPR, assuming that drivers
are willingly participating (i.e., drivers are giving their consent). To give concreteness to our discussion, we
consider in Figure 58 an instance of the Cooperative Lane Merging (CLM) use case, that is summarized in Table
1 of Section 2.1. In the CLM use case, a vehicle (car B) wants to perform a lane merging manoeuvre. Two other
vehicles (cars A and C) are along the road. The objective of the use case is to elaborate traffic recommendations
for the three vehicles to facilitate and make the lane merging manoeuvre safe. In step 1, the three vehicles
exchange data with the connected MEC. Note that each vehicle may be connected to a different MEC. In step
2, MECs communicate with each other, exchanging data about the vehicles. Different MECs can stay in different
countries (e.g., Italy, Austria). Nonetheless, the CLM use case expects all MECs to be in European countries.
In step 3, the BMW CLM app elaborates vehicles data to produce traffic recommendations. In step 4, the BWM
CLM app sends out these recommendations to the interested vehicles. For instance, a traffic recommendation
for car C may be "slow down", so to provide enough space for car B to perform the lane merging manoeuvre
safely.

In the CLM use case, each vehicle generates and provides data to different MECs. As mentioned above, in the
5G-CAR project, the Data Minimization principle must be taken into consideration. The minimum set of
personal data needed by the CLM use case comprehends the position, speed and intents (e.g., lane change or
merge) of the vehicles. Even though minimal, these data can potentially be linked back to a natural person (i.e.,
the vehicle driver) in several ways (e.g., cars plate, communications ID, PKI certificates). Therefore, these data
are to be treated as "personal data". We note that, even from this small set of personal data, it may be possible
to draw inferences on the drivers. Indeed, autonomous driving vehicles are deemed to be a fertile ground for the
collection of personal data that can reveal some aspects of the driver’s personality, for instance through speed
and break patterns [24]. Also, the frequency to which a driver slows down to allow for a lane merging manoeuvre
allows drawing some inferences on the driver. As previously mentioned, given the presence of personal data,
privacy-preserving mechanisms to comply with the GDPR have to be developed.
First, 5G-CARMEN will have to develop a Privacy Policy to obtain consent from the data subjects to the
processing of their personal data. Besides other information, the Privacy Policy should explain:
• which personal data are collected and how personal data are processed by which entities;
• for which purposes personal data are used. Note that the link between personal data and purpose must
be very clear;
• how and how long personal data are retained and by whom.
Regarding the first point, vehicles (each driver is a Data Subject) should provide (at least) their position, speed
and intents to the MECs (Data Processor). MECs communicate with each other exchanging driver’s personal
data. Personal data are then processed by the BMW CLM app (Data Controller) to provide traffic
recommendations to the interested vehicles.
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The possibility to increase safety and avoid car crashes during a lane merging manoeuvre is the purpose for
which personal data are collected. To elaborate traffic suggestions, the BMW CLM app needs to know (at least)
the position, speed and intents of the involved vehicles.
The retention of personal data is open to different options and is an interesting topic to discuss. Indeed, there
are at least two options for the storage of personal data, each with advantages and drawbacks to examine:
1. The first option is to delete all personal data immediately after having produced traffic
recommendations, minimizing therefore privacy-related risks. As for how the CLM use case is currently
formulated, this is the natural option for treating drivers’ personal data. Indeed, the GDPR states that
the period for which the personal data can be stored is to be limited to a strict minimum (GDPR Art. 5).
Therefore, once having fulfilled the purpose declared in the Privacy Policy (i.e., producing traffic
recommendations), personal data shall be either deleted or fully anonymized, for instance to provide
aggregated traffic condition statistics (GDPR Art. 81).
2. Alternatively, personal data can be forwarded to a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) for long-term storage
and further uses. For instance, personal data may be used as logs and to enable forensics after an eventual
car crash. Alternatively, a possible commercial use case is the sharing of drivers’ personal data to allow
insurance companies to profile their customers. It is crucial to note that further uses of personal data
(i.e., further purposes) must be specified and made clear in the Privacy Policy.
The choice of the CSP for the long-term storage of personal data is important as well. Indeed, data processors
involved in the CLM use case (e.g., BMW) could provide themselves the cloud infrastructure to host drivers’
personal data. This option has the least impact on privacy-related issues since it does not introduce additional
third-parties or data processors, as long as the cloud infrastructure is in Europe. However, also public CSP (e.g.,
AWS, Azure) may be chosen for the long-term storage of personal data. This option would introduce an
additional third-party Data Processor that must be mentioned in the Privacy Policy. Furthermore, the public
CSP may be assumed to be "Honest but Curious", meaning that an additional layer to preserve the confidentiality
of personal data stored in the cloud with respect to the CSP should be taken into account.
Summarizing, there is more than one option for the treating of personal data. Depending on the chosen option,
GDPR-related implications changes and the Privacy Policy has to be properly formulated.

5.1.3.1 Data Protection mechanisms in 5G-CARMEN
Beside privacy-preserving mechanisms, also data protection mechanisms must be devised and deployed to
protect the confidentiality and integrity of personal data. These mechanisms should allow one to process
personal data in a way to ensure "appropriate security and protection against unauthorized or unlawful
processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage" (GDPR Art. 5). Therefore, data protection
mechanisms must be designed so to provide adequate security and safety levels especially regarding
communications (data at transit) and data storage (data at rest) in 5G-CARMEN.
In the rest of this section, we consider the reference architecture proposed in Figure 13 and describe the data
protection mechanisms related to the main components. Vehicles communicate with MECs that then exchange
drivers' personal data. As mentioned in Section 5.1.1.1., a solution to protect communications in 5G-CARMEN
is to employ the consolidated PKI certificate-based cryptographic system for encrypting personal data during
transmission. In this way, each communication would happen in secure and pair-wise authenticated channels.
Each vehicle would have a cryptographic private key stored in secure elements (SE). This key, along with a
X.509 cryptographic certificate, would enable the use of secure HTTPS connections using TLS 1.3.
The CCAM platform requires a huge amount of data to be exchanged between different parties (e.g., vehicles,
road operators, mobile and MEC providers). This results in users losing the physical control over their data. To
maintain data confidentiality, encryption has been the predominant mechanism used over the years. However,
we note that IoT devices (e.g., the SE in the vehicles) may impose constraints on cryptographic algorithms
because of limited computational resources. This issue may be even more prominent given the low latency
constraints of some use case scenarios in 5G-CARMEN. NIST has recently launched the Lightweight
Cryptography project19 to "solicit, evaluate, and standardize lightweight cryptographic algorithms that are
suitable for use in constrained environments", like for instance in the CLM 5G-CARMEN use case. The NIST
project is progressing but still unfinished, suggesting that a solution has yet to be found. The current available
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technologies for implementing TLS on IoT devices are lightweight libraries (e.g., mbedTLS20) that limit the
code footprint but still employ traditional cryptographic algorithms. Additionally, in the literature a number of
lightweight algorithms such as Skipjack and Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) have been proposed to address
IoT limitations [42].
Given the presence of cryptographic keys in the vehicles, 5G-CARMEN should consider a proper in-vehicle
Key Management System. Furthermore, this should consider also the scenario in which a component (e.g., an
ECU or SE) of the vehicle breaks and get replaced.
Drivers' data can be deleted right after they have served their purpose. For instance, in the CLM use case, data
can be deleted after the BMW CLM app has produced traffic recommendations. In this case, there is no need
for mechanisms to secure data storage, since data are not stored. However, data can also be uploaded to the
cloud for long-term storage. The cloud can either belong to a data processor already involved in the processing
of data (e.g., BMW) or it can belong to a public CSP (e.g., AWS, Azure). In the first case, best practices for
secure storage must be implemented and deployed. A largely popular security mechanism for data storage is the
use of symmetric encryption systems. In this way, possible data breaches would be without grievous
consequences, since attackers would not be able to decrypt the encrypted data. Public CSPs are already
implementing encryption security mechanism. For instance, AWS currently offers a Cloud-side Encryption
service for data stored in S3 buckets21. Therefore, if a public CSP is chosen, this security mechanism can be
assumed to be already in place. However, as already mentioned, we could expect public CSPs to be "Honest but
Curious". A solution to preserve the confidentiality of personal data stored in the cloud with respect to the CSP
could be the use of cryptographic access control schemes[24].
In future developments, there are additional and state-of-the-art security aspects that may be interesting to
consider, like the Trusted Electronic concept. Trusted Electronic is defined as hardware that performs as
qualified, whose specification is known and that does not have any backdoor, trojan or other malware. Clearly,
trusted electronic components are required to have security also in higher levels (e.g., software). Another aspect
that may become relevant in the future is quantum cryptography. In case of sudden developments, it will be
interesting to consider how to adapt cryptographic algorithms used for V2X communications [27]. Given the
difficulty in updating embedded software and the fact that vehicles usually have long lifetime (10-20 years), if
such developments will manifest, it will be important to consider the future impact that quantum cryptography
could have on systems we develop today.
As 5G-CARMEN relies heavily on MEC for providing many services for vehicles, it is of paramount important
to investigate the security mechanisms to protect received, processed and stored data on MEC. All use cases
that have been defined will use MEC in one way or another. The video streaming use case will use MEC for
video broadcasting and context change, cooperative manoeuvres will use MEC for coordinating vehicles. To
deploy a sustainable MEC infrastructure in terms of security and privacy, it is imperative to employ various
types of security mechanisms to prevent any possible threat or attack vector. The MEC infrastructure in 5GCARMEN relies on a distributed deployment model with multiple domains (cross-border and cross
organizational boundaries), where multiple services can be deployed and used. Additionally, due to CCAM
architecture two security challenges need to be addressed.
In the following three challenges due to this design are going to be presented together with the possible
mechanisms to address them.
Data confidentiality
The CCAM platform requires a huge amount of data to be exchanged between different parties (e.g., vehicles,
road operators, mobile and MEC providers). This results in users losing the physical control over their data. To
maintain data confidentiality, encryption has been the predominant mechanism used over the years. However,
it is well established that many among the strong encryption schemes require heavy computations, which might
be an obstacle for some CCAM components such as IoT sensors and low computational power MECs. In the
literature a number of lightweight algorithms could be considered in this context [27]. Algorithms such as
Skipjack and Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) can be considered.

20

https://tls.mbed.org/

21

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/en_us/AmazonS3/latest/dev/bucket-encryption.html
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Authentication and Authorization
The use cases in 5G-CARMEN require all the involved parties to authenticate themselves before being able to
access and use the provided services. Users’ identity needs to be validated across all domains. Different
mechanisms can be put in place to address this issue, for instance, Attribute-based access control (ABAC) can
offer high flexibility by considering vehicles, devices and users characteristics together with the environmental
context to grant or deny access [28]. The same idea can be applied here since the network is well structured.
Handoff authentication allows network nodes to securely transfer the communication context over multiple
access points, this can be used as a mechanism for identity-based construction during the handover process [29].
Blockchain has been also used as a distributed global digital identity. Projects such as Hyperledger INDY22 and
Sovrin23 provide an interoperable and across domain solutions for decentralized identity using globally unique
identifiers DIDs (Decentralized Identifiers).
Secure deployment
The MEC infrastructure in the CCAM platform will enable various scenarios and use cases. To do this, the
MEC infrastructure needs to accommodate multiple dedicated services and applications. Since MEC nodes are
considered to be resource constrained, container technology can be a good fit for applications deployment and
execution in CCAM. Each application can be deployed as software containers to serve a specific purpose. This
brings higher flexibility and speeds up the deployment and management operations. Security wise however,
several challenges need to be addressed. In case of Docker for instance, containers isolation is still an open
issue. Since containers replying on Linux kernel isolation features and share the same network bridge, an ARP
poisoning attack can take place on the same MEC host [30]. Kata containers can be considered as an alternative
since it addresses the security limitations of Docker. Kata containers rely on hardware virtualization to provide
higher isolation and since Kubernetes supports CRI (Container Runtime Interface), which allows it to support
multiple container runtimes, Kata runtime can be easily integrated with Kubernetes.

22

https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/hyperledger-indy

23

https://sovrin.org/
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6 Conclusions and Next Steps
The overall description of the system to be delivered, involving resource management, service orchestration,
lifecycle management, security/privacy/data-protection mechanisms has been detailed in this deliverable.
Section 1Error! Reference source not found. describes the objective, methodology and the relationship of the
present deliverable to the other deliverables of the project.
Section 2 describes the requirements of the CCAM as elicited from the use cases of the project. The requirements
are divided into several categories, as follows: the first category of requirements is elicited from the use case
orchestration and performance; the second one is focussed on the features of the system; the third is elicited
from the functional requirements of the CCAM, while the final categories are focussed on the security
requirements of the project.
Section 3 of this deliverable describes the state-of-the-art and provides a summary of relevant MANO
systems/frameworks that have already been specified and developed. The state-of-the-art analysis details the
status of MANO systems/frameworks that have been developed as a result of research projects, open-source
implementations, and implementations based on standards. The gap analysis of the state-of-the-art (detailed in
Section 3.5) identifies the importance of low latency for the use cases of the project, and the need to deliver a
lightweight deployment of MEC application concerning the virtualization environment.
Section 0 details the architecture of the CCAM platform. During the design of the architecture, the project
focused on the following key objectives:
a. alignment with relevant standards and SDO directions;
b. alignment with promising results of previous EU projects in the context of resources- and service
orchestration;
c. focus on the integration and operation of MEC, NFV and 5G system technology for edge and interedge network operations while remaining compatible with selected orchestration platform
architecture of selected projects for full system operations, incl. end-to-end QoS and network slicing;
d. loose MEC—5G system binding for aligned operations without forcing a dependency on the 5G
system for N6 traffic treatment policies;
e. context-based admission of autonomous, local orchestration operations at and between edge
networks;
f. CCAM platform contributions to optimized service continuity during intra-domain as well as crossborder scenarios;
g. keeping top-level orchestrators and associated federation reference points between operators as
anchor for service orchestration and context-based delegation of orchestration tasks to local
orchestrators.
Section 5 details the security considerations that were taken into account during the design of the CCAM
architecture, as well as, the security mechanisms and tools that will be implemented during the course of this
project. The Identity Management Module (IMM) will be the main mechanism that will ensure the
authentication of components of the CCAM with devices and services. To increase the security level of the
authentication process, the IMM will make use of hardware-based components that will provide a secure and
trusted storage environment for security-critical information such as certificates and key generation algorithms.
The threat analysis of the CCAM’s components will be made with the use of a domain-specific language that
has been introduced to address the requirements of the 5G-CARMEN. The use of the domain-specific language
will augment the security analysis by automating operations and providing additional information with the use
of software tooling.
The work that has been carried out in the scope of Work Package 4 during the first year of the project covers
both the engineering and the research aspects that need to be addressed in the context of 5G-CARMEN. All
three active tasks (T4.1, T4.2, and T4.3) have been producing results coming from the state-of-the-art analysis
of the available tools to solve the respective technical challenges. In most cases, the involved partners have been
able to identify tools that can easily be reused in the context of the project and that can be made suitable for the
objective of 5G-CARMEN by some development and integration work.
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7 Annex A: Software implementation related to process flows
In this annex, the current view of implementation perspective process flow interaction among OSS, NFV-LO,
MEAO and the edge controller is depicted. Process flow of application packet management in the NFV-LO
and MEAO to instantiation and termination of application instances in the edge controller is presented. This
process flow will act as a starting point for the implementation of the set of features of the CCAM platform on
a single MEC site level. Figure A. 1 to Figure A. 7 shows the process flows for managing application
package and application instance.

7.1 Process flow implementation perspective
7.1.1 Onboarding application package
1.

OSS sends an on-board application package request to the (NFV-LO + MEAO)
and (NFV-LO) checks:

a. Application package, validates the authenticity and integrity of the application package
b. Format of application image, format of the application rules and requirements
c. Allocates a unique application package ID for the on-boarded mobile edge application package
and related status information and keeps a record of on boarded application packages
2. Finally acknowledges the application package on boarding to the OSS. The application package is now
available in the mobile edge system

Figure A. 1 Onboarding application package

7.1.2 Query application package
Returns version, application rules and requirements, etc
1. The OSS sends a query application package request (including a filter) to the (NFV-LO + MEAO) to
query information of application package(s).
a. The MEAO authorizes the request.
2. The (NFV-LO + MEAO) returns the information related to the application package(s) that matches the
filter in the query request.
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Figure A. 2 Query application package info

7.1.3 Disable application package
Make an application package as disabled in the mobile edge system, to use it for for application instantiation

1. OSS sends a request to disable application package to the (NFV-LO+MEAO) and checks
a. If the application package exists,
b. Is enabled and is not marked as disabled
c. If the application package is disabled and is not marked as deletion pending, the MEAO marks
the application package as enabled in the mobile edge system
2. The (NFV-LO+MEAO) acknowledges the disable application package request

Figure A. 3 Disable application package

7.1.4 Enable application package
Make an application package as enabled in the mobile edge system, to use it for application instantiation again
1. OSS sends an enable application package request to the (NFV-LO+MEAO) and checks
a. if the application package exists,
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b. is disabled and is not marked as deletion pending
c. If the application package is disabled and is not marked as deletion pending, the (NFVLO+MEAO) marks the application package as enabled in the mobile edge system
2. The (NFV-LO+MEAO) acknowledges the application package enable request

Figure A. 4 Enable application package

7.1.5 Delete application package
Refers to the process of removing an application package from the mobile edge system
3. OSS sends a delete application package request to the (NFV-LO+MEAO) and checks
a. If app package is disabled &/or in use
b. If disabled but is in use (deletion pending)
c. If disabled & not in use (NFV-LO+MEAO) removes the app package from the MES
d. If deletion is pending (NFV-LO+MEAO) will check if all app instances of the app package
have been terminated
4. (NFV-LO+MEAO) acknowledges application package deletion request

Figure A. 5 Delete application package
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7.1.6 Instantiate application instance

Figure A. 6 Instantiate application instance

7.1.7 Terminate application instance

Figure A. 7 Terminate application instance
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8 Annex B: The modelling language of DiscØvery
The DiscØvery tools provides a modelling language and analysis procedures for a system during the following
engineering phases:
• design phase (model the idea of a system) [high-level concepts]
• implementation phase (model the implemented system) [low-level concepts]
• state diagrams (model the different states of a system)
Each phase has different concepts and rules on how those concepts interact with each other. The concepts of
each phase are defined via UML class diagrams that in turn define the metamodels of the tool. The metamodels
are translated into schemas that DiscØvery uses to validate models.

8.1 The modelling language of DiscØvery
The modelling language is composed of two metamodels. The first metamodel provides concepts and
constraints to model an IoT system during the design phase. The second metamodel offers concepts and
constraints to model IoT systems during the implementation phase. The distinction is made due to the different
requirements, and different information engineers have about a system during each phase. During the design
phase, an engineer models the idea of the system without being restricted by the hardware or software
specifications. For example, during the design phase, an engineer may require a system component that will
function as an Intrusion Detection (IDS) system. The engineer may not know at the design time whether the
IDS will be a hardware device or a software application. During the implementation phase whether the IDS will
be a hardware device, or a software application is necessary since it affects both the topology of the network
and its security requirements. Each phase offers different types of security analysis. During the design phase,
an engineer can model the threats and the vulnerabilities of the system. Design phase security analysis cannot
be used to express specific vulnerabilities of the system or security mechanisms that aim to mitigate them. Both
the vulnerability and the security mechanism are concepts of an implemented system since they represent
specific weaknesses or improvements in the hardware or software components of a system. The implementation
phase metamodel refines the design phase with additional concepts and attributes. The added concepts and
attributes represent information that is not known in the design phase and is beneficial for security analysis. For
example, in the implementation phase, the security engineer knows the type of network protocols that will be
used by the system. Moreover, the software versions of the devices that provide services to the system are
known. That additional information can be used to elicit security issues that were not apparent in the design
phase. Furthermore, information on an implementation phase model can be leveraged either automate or semiautomate certain types of security analysis. For example, the process of vulnerability identification requires
hardware and software system information. During a security assessment of an existing system, vulnerability
identification of a system entails penetration testing. Security engineers will enumerate information of a system
through various tools. The resulting information will be used to identify the vulnerabilities of the system. In
DiscØvery, by incorporating that information into a model, the process of vulnerability identification can be
made at the model level, without affecting the actual IoT system. An added benefit is that engineers can
experiment with various models that represent different system configurations to evaluate their attack surface.
The following is a brief description of the components used in the modelling language:

8.2 Network module
•

24

Device: It is an object of the physical world (physical thing) or an object of the virtual world (virtualized
thing)24. It is used to represent either physical components, such as hardware-based actuators and
mobiles phones or virtualized components, such as cloud-based devices of an IoT system. layer: the
conceptual layer of the IoT architecture to which the Device belongs. Apparatus uses a three-layer
architecture that consists of the Application Layer, Network Layer, and the Perception Layer. The value
of the layer attribute can be (1) application, (2) gateway or (3) perception;

http://handle.itu.int/11.1002/1000/11559
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•

•

•

•

o type: is used to define the kind of the Device. Examples of a Device type are: a sensor, a mobile
phone or a server;
o service: is the type of role or operation that the Device performs for the system. This value may
include network services such as SSH, FTP, data processing filtering and relaying of data;
o input: what is required for the node to perform its role or operation. It takes an enumerated
value as an input that is dataEnvironmental, dataDigital, command, action, notification, trigger;
o output: is the result of the Device operation or role. It may take the same values as the input
property;
o update: how the software on the Device is being updated. The updates can be automatic, require
a specific action or false.
Connection: the type of network communication protocol used between the Devices. The properties of
the connection are:
o description: the type of connection, it can either be wireless, signifying a connection using a
wireless protocol or cable, signifying a connection using a wired medium. It takes an
enumerated value as an input;
o listOfProtocols: is a list of the supported network protocols by the connection. It takes an array
of string values as an input, each value in the array represents a supported network protocol.
Application: is part of the information world (information thing1). An Application represents a
software component that is running on a Device. The properties of the application are:
o version: the software’s version type number. For example, if the Application represents the iOS
operating system, the version would be the iOS release version, such as v10.2.3.
o update: how the Application is being updated. The updates can be automatic, require a specific
action or false.
Micronet: is a managed environment of Devices and Applications can be configured in term of their
security and enable an IoT or 5G system to perform a function. Components that are part of a Micronet
are not more secure than others. Security in this context should not be confused with trust. Components
in a Micronet do not have inherent trust relationships between them. Stakeholders have control over the
security configuration of a Micronet’s component. For example, the security of a mobile device that
belongs to an employee cannot be fully configured by an organization. The employee can install
malicious applications or even make changes to the system configuration of the Device. However, the
employee might be security conscious, and the device can be highly protected, but that security
protection is provided by the employee rather than the organization. The Micronet as a concept
highlights the components of a system that can be secured by the stakeholders to develop mechanisms
to secure interactions with the rest of the system. Examples of Micronets are a smart home, an
agricultural network of sensors or a company’s internal network. The boundaries of the Micronet are
defined during the creation of a model by the engineer. For example, one Micronet can include only the
devices that are part of a specific network domain, while another can include all the devices that are in
the same room. The same device can belong to both Micronets, and each Micronet can impose different
security mechanisms on the devices. The property of the Micronet is:
o purpose: describes the goal or the function of the Micronet. The purpose of the Micronet can
abstract or as specific it is required by the security analyst. Examples of a Micronets purpose
are “Provide wireless connectivity” and “Provide wireless connectivity to sensor S-181 and S346 using 4G infrastructure”.
o state: the nature of a Micronet regarding its Device network connectivity gateway layer. The
state can either be dynamic, meaning that the Devices in the network change network domains
during their usage or static meaning that the Devices in the system do not change network
domains. Examples of dynamic 5G systems are networks of vehicular fleets, drones, and other
mobile devices since devices in such networks move distances geographically. Examples of
static IoT are smart homes, and industrial systems since devices in such systems are stationary
during their lifecycle.
Net: represents environments that their security configuration is not known, and their behaviour cannot
be configured by a stakeholder. While Nets may not be malicious, they represent a level of danger to
an IoT system that must be taken into account during the model development. Similarly, to the Micronet,
the boundaries of a Net are defined by the engineer. Examples of Net are external networks to the IoT
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•

system that a security engineer either has little or no knowledge of, such as a third-party cloud
infrastructure or hostile deployment environments. It is possible that a Device can be part of Net and a
Micronet. For example, an IoT system has a server that hosts a set of virtual machines for its users.
While the engineer can configure the server, the usage of the virtualized assets of the servers is
configured by the users. A malicious user can try to exploit the virtualized assets to compromise the
server. As a result, the virtualized assets compose a Net and not a Micronet.
Information: represents data and knowledge in a system. Examples of Information are authentication
logs, temperature data, access credentials, and user passwords.
o location: corresponds to the geographical location of the information stored in the device. It
can be used to represent if the information is physically stored inside a network or are hosted
by a third-party service. Moreover, different regions have different laws regarding digital
information that ultimately affect the overall security of a system and the proposed constraints
of the system.

8.3 Social module
•

Actor: is used to represent people or groups of people that interact with an IoT system. An Actor can
be a stakeholder of the system. An Actor may never be malicious. The concept of Actor can be used to
represent groups of people with different privileges, such as root users or the administrative personnel
of a University. The property of the Actor is the following:
o intent: describes what the Actor wants to achieve or gain by interacting with the IoT system.

8.4 Security module
•

•

•

•

•

Asset: any actor, device, application or information of the system that either (1) is considered valuable
by the stakeholders and needs to be protected; (2) a malicious actor wants; or (3) acts as a steppingstone
to further attacks. Assets that are valuable to the stakeholders can be elicited during the requirements
phase. On the contrary, assets that malicious actor wants or can be used for further attacks are not always
apparent. Examples of assets are the access credentials known by an actor, sensitive information stored
in a database or a sensor that has read/write privileges to a server.
Threat: a function that can be used maliciously or a system that has the means to exploit a vulnerability
of a legitimate system. A threat can only target an asset of the IoT system. The property of the threat is:
o threatType: represents the classification of the threat according to the STRIDE (Spoofing,
Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, Elevation of Privilege)
acronym.
Constraint: is “a restriction related to security issues, such as privacy, integrity, and availability, which
can influence the analysis and design of a system under development by restricting some alternative
design solutions, by conflicting with some of the requirements of the system, or by refining some of the
system’s objectives”2. The constraint has the following property:
o propertyType: the classification of the constraint according to the extended CIA
(Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Authorization, Availability, Non-Repudiation)
triad.
Vulnerability: a software, hardware or usage policy weakness that can be exploited by an adversary
toward compromising a system. Hardware and Software Vulnerabilities can be identified using
techniques such as penetration testing. Hardware and software vulnerabilities can be determined from
public access vulnerability databases such as CVE and NVD. Such databases store vulnerabilities using
unique IDs. Vulnerabilities IDs are used among security engineers to exchange information about
security incidents.
Mechanism: a Mechanism when implemented protects against one or more Vulnerabilities. If the
Vulnerability is publicly identified and stored in a vulnerability database, a security engineer can use
the proposed security mechanisms to mitigate it. A Mechanism could be applied dynamically when a
particular event is detected by the system, or they can be a constant process. For example, during the
occurrence of a DoS attack, a system may enlist additional resources to spread the impact of the attack.
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Once the attack is mitigated, the system will release the other resources reduce its operational costs.
The property of Mechanism is:
o trigger: is used to describe the behaviour or event that will cause the application of the
Mechanism. For example, a trigger could be a constant, meaning that the mechanism is
continuously active, or it could be a detection of an attack.

Figure 1.B: Implementation phase metamodel of DiscØvery
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8.5 Models of the Threat assessment Cross-border scenario

Figure 2.B Attribute exposure of the cross-border scenario
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Figure B.3: Modelling components of the cross-border scenario
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